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PREFACE 

The throe studios included in this volume are intended to 

elucidate some important aspects of kusfuia history and archaeology 
in India. 

In the first two essays, the new data from the excavations at 

kau&iiiibl have been mainly utilised along with confirmatory evi¬ 

dences from the other areas o! the Gahga valley. I hough* the third 

paper is primarily based on literary sources, archaeological mate¬ 

rials from excavations have also been made use of in it for delineating 

the changing socio-economic order under the Kusartas. 

In the preparation and publication of this volume, help was 

received from a number of colleagues which is gratefully acknow¬ 

ledged. Dr, S, N, Roy and Dr. Om Prakash of the Department of 

Ancient History. Culture and Archaeology of the Allahabad Uni¬ 

versity have been closely associated with the work. 

I am thankful to Shri Dhaneshivar Mandal for the pains he has 

taken with the collection and analysis of the data on the arches and 

domes of the Palace at Kausambi. Shri B. P. Misra, Lecturer in 

Architecture. Motilal Nehru Engineering College of the Univcrsiiy 

of Allahiibad, gave me the lull benefit ol his expert technical know¬ 

ledge in the examination erf the various aspects of the Palace archi¬ 

tecture. 

Shri V. D. Misra, Lcciuter in the Department, and Sim B.R, 

Misra, Curator of the Kausambi Museum, were of invaluable help, 

But for their zeal and earnestness it is doubtful if the volume could 

have heen brought out in time. Shri M. C, Dixit, Photographer, and 

Dt. Kaujit Singh. Pottery’Assistant, and Sarvashrj H. N. Ear, L.K. 

Tiwari, V. N. Rat, M. N. Rai. and S. K. Thakur, Draftsmen, have 

been extremely co-operative. 
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In the end. I must thank Prof. A. R, Lai, Vice-Chancellor of the 

Allahabad University, for kindly providing (he necessary funds for 
the publication. 

Thank* are due to the proprietors and scat! of the Indian Press 

Private Lid . Allahabad, for undertaking the publication at a very- short 
notice. 

Allaiiabah : 

The J4fft September, 1968. 
G. R. SHAR'MA 
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I 

KUSaNA ARCH IT EC'j krk with special reference 

TO KABE8&MBI (INDIA) 

The ruins or the well-known site oi Kaus;imbi (HI '23' N, Lat., 

25 20' E. Lung,) are situated on ihe left bank of die river Yamuna 

at a distance of 51.2 kins, from Allahabad in a south-westerly direc¬ 

tion. The remains of die ancient city viewed from a distance give 

the impression of an imposing hillock, which, when approached 

nearer, reveals itself as a chain of roiling mounds, standing high 

above die surrounding plains, girdled on the south by the Yamuna. 

The background of the entire scene to rhe smith is provided by the 

Vindhyan range peeping through the horizon at not a great distance 

beyond the river. 

The entire chain his a peripheral circuit of about !i.45 kms. 

The rampart proper lias an average height of 9 to )(1 metres from the 

surrounding field-level. The towers nr die bastions, however, are 

considerably higher, those in the northwestern and north-eastern 

corners being as high as 21 .aa metres. 

The fortress forms an irregular oblong on the plait. The chv 

was provided with gates on three sides-east, north and west. 

The location of the southern gate cannot be determined on account 

of the erosion caused by the Yamuna. Besides the bastions, gales 

and sub-gates, die city was encircled on three sides by a moat, which, 

though filled up at places, is si ill discrenihle on the northern side. 

At some points, however, there is evidence of more than one moat. 

The defences at Kausambi betray an advanced knowledge of 
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Jortihcauon. At places the gates are provided with cumin-walls on 

the outside, the same being best illustrated near the eastern gate. 

I he entire city, thus endrcled by the rampart wall and moat, is 

littered with a huge mass of brickbats indicating the density of 

structures in the city. With the passage of time, the habitation— 

levels inside the city went on rising. The excavations conducted 

near the eastern gateway revealed that the earliest structures were 

situated at a depth of 16.15 metres from the existing levels, across 

the rampart, iti the city, which has been considerably denuded since 

its abandonment. The total habitation deposit intervening between 

the first and the last period must have been more than 16,45 metres 
and it is the vertical record of the city's life. 

I he ancient city of Kau&mbf came into existence in the wake 

of the emergence of urban life during the later half of the second 

millennium B.C., which represented a veritable revolution achieved 

in the Gahga valley by a people who lived in close proximity of the 

Marappans. from whom they borrowed not only the concept of town 

and citadel but also the various elements of architecture. Thus the 

urban revolution in the central Ganga valley with its roots in die 

Indus Civilization appears to have been brought about by a branch 

of the tmlo-Aryans marking the beginning oJ the Iron Age in ihese 

regions, antedating the N il ? and the P.G. Wares. The urban 

culture, along with (he introduction of coinage for which we find the 

earliest archaeological evidence in this region in the 9th century 

K.C„ was bound to exercise a great influence on the pattern of socio¬ 
economic life during the succeeding cenJuries, 

Kausambl is mentioned in early literature as the capital uf the 

Vatsas. The fcttapatha 15 rah man a mentions one Prod Katwirabindi 

as a pupil of Uddalaka Amni, the contemporary of Janata, as ‘Kam- 

sfunbeya’, which, according to the commentator Harisvamin! means a 

native of Kausaiulu. KaiisambT figures prominently in the movc- 

ment and expansion of the Aryans in the Madhyadda and beyond. 

In the Buddhist and fain lexis and also in the Ramayana and the 

Mahabharata we get contradictory traditions of the foundation of this 

city. But the general Tradition contained in the Ramiiyana and the 
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Mahabharuta averring that ir was established by prince KuSamha is 

corroborated by the Ka&ika winch, while illustrating a grammatical 

rule ol the Astadhyayi of Panini, mentions that it was founded by 

Kusaraba. 

According to the PuTanas Nkaksu. a iksceimant of die Pandavas, 

transferred his capital from Hastinapuru to kausambt. I lie Bud¬ 

dhist tradition throws ample light on the importance oi Ran iambi 

and the celebrated Ghositarama monastery situated therein. 1 he 

Mahapaiinilrana Suita re levs to Kausambi as one of the six prin¬ 

cipal dues of the time of Buddha in northern India, the others being 

Cam pa, Rajagriha, Sravasti, Saketa and Varanasi, 

Later tradition, both Buddhist and Bialuuankal, also contains 

accounts of the Vatsas and the last Panrava king, the famous Udayana. 

Rarely has a royal tradition dominated literature for so many cert' 

furies as the story of U day ail a. Ills life and romances have provided 

material for a number of Pali and Sanskrit texts. According to the 

combined literary evidences the two central themes in Buddhistic 

tradition relating to KausambT were: (i) King L day ana, and 

(il) Buddha and his religion. 

A celebrated com re of Buddhism, KausambT figures prominently 

in the accounts of Fa-hien and Yuan Chawiig. The former relates 

that it was situated 13 yojanas to the south-west of Samath. In the 

latter's narration, we get a detailed account of the place. After visit¬ 

ing the city of Prayuga. die pilgrim proceeded to KausambT through 

a forest infested with wild elephants and other fierce animats. He 

had to cover a distance of 500 li (100 miles}, before reaching tlie 
’Kai-Shang-iiii' (Kausambif country. J he Buddhist pilgrim states 

that the country was 600 li in circuit, die capital city being 30 li, 
He makes specific reference to the fertility of the area with its hot 

climate and with rice and sugar-cane as its principal produces. He 

also testifies to the enterprising nature, aesthetic sense and reli¬ 

gious leanings of its inhabitants. 

The remains of Kosam were fur the first time identified as those 

of the once famous KausambT by General Cunningham in the year 
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1SHL Sri N. G. Majiuudar ol the Archaeological Survey of India 

was entrusted with the work oi the excavation of the city in 1937 

which he did for two consecutive seasons. However, due to the tad 

demise of Sri Majuindar in I1J3H, the work was abandoned, to be 

started afresh in 1949 by the Allahabad University. Since then the 

University has been carrying on excavation in different sectors oi the 

old town uninterruptedly. 

The main areas excavated1 so far are: 

(1) Ancient roads, lanes and residential houses of the common 

people near the ASoknii pillar situated practically in the centre of the 
mound enclosed by the defences. 

f-) Uhosituraiua Monastery; the celebrated abode o[ Gautama 

Rudd ha. near the eastern gate of the ancient city. The monastery is 

frequently mentioned in the early Buddhist literature and is said to 

have been built by one oi the leading bankers of KausambT named 

Ghosiia. In tradition lie is referred to as the treasurer of king 

Udayana and also related to the latter through his foster daughter” 

During I he course of his stay at Siavasti, Buddha was invited by 

Ghosita and two of his other banket friends named Kukkuia and 

Payariya to pay a visit to KausambT. hi order to provide a lodging 

lot Buddha anti Iris followers, Ghosita built a monastery which was 

christened as Ghositariuna after Iris name. Lord Buddha is said to 

have graced the monastery by Iris visits and stay on many an occasion, 

and the 1 i ipilaka abounds in stories concerning it. Some of the 

famous Sutras and Jatakas, e.g. Kosambiya, Jaliya, Sandaka, Upakki- 

lasa, Sekhn-Sultas and Dalhadbainma. Kosauibi and Surapana Jatakas 

were preached by Buddha while he was staying at Ghositarama. 

GhositarSma monastery occupies an important place in the 

history of die Buddhist church. Ii was in this monastery that schism 

threatened the Buddhist order for the first time in the very presence 

of the Master. According to the Chivara Khandaka ol the Maha* 

vagga. the Rtuldha was so disgusted with the internecine quarrels nf 

the monks of this monastery that he left Kausatnbl for sravasti. 
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The Culbvagg-j (Khamlhaka 12) records chat the Rhik.su Yasa- 

kiikandapuita after quarrelling with the monks of Vaisiili came to 

Knusambi and convened an assembly of the monks From Pava ami 

also From the whole of the south. It was here that Buddha was 

informed about the conspiracy of Devadatta. Ananda and some 

other distinguished disciples like Pindola Bharadvaja, Sariputta, Anu- 

rudha, Musila, NSrada etc. also stayed at this monastery, some of 

them even after the Pnnuibhaun of the Master. 

According to die Mahavaihsa. a delegation ol 31UK1IJ monks from 

the monastery under the leadership ol Urudhammarakkhita was 

present at the time of the foundation of the Mahadiupa ot Anuradha- 

puva in Sindiala. 

The Chinese pilgrims Fa-Hien anti Yuan Chwang also visited, the 

monastery. T he former found it in a decadent slate being inhabited 

by a few' Hfhayana monks, while the latter saw it in ruins. 

(3) The defences of Kausajnbi: Near the eastern gateway of 

Kausanibi has been bid hare the complex defence system with a 

number of revetments, bastions and guard-rooms built and rebuilt 

over a vast span of time. I he results of the excavation in this sector 

have been published by the University in Ifl60. 

(4) The Syenacitl of the Punisamcdha; Immediately outside 

the defences on its eastern side have been unearthed the ruins ot a 

sacrificial altar width has been identified as a Syenadti on which the 

famous Sacrifice known as Puru$uncdha was performed ill second cen¬ 

tury B_C. TJic identification has been made on the basis of the 

nature of its const ruction, the materials excavated, and the literary 

data. 

Needless to sav. the excavations conducted in these sectors have 

thrown welcome light on the various assets of ancient Indian history 

and culture. Our knowledge regarding the evolution of town life, 

the growth of urban concepts, sculpture, architecture epigraphy and 

the antiquity of coinage has been considerably enlarged. However 

on the basis of the ceramic industries of the entire sub-periods noticed 
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SO far, the total culture sequence can be divided in five distinct 

groups, each presenting a special feature characteristic of its own: 

KSB B.C. — 100b li-C.)—Pottery from die lowest 
levels, particularly from the defences is very- fragmentary and extre¬ 

mely worn out, 1 lie major ceramic industry of this period is 

predominantly red, occasionally painted in black pigment, ],, addi¬ 

tion to this, there is small percentage of sturdy grey to bud ware 

coarse Bluck-and-Red Ware and coarse black ware. Some sherds 
with incised designs have also been obtained. 

. Excepting a few stray examples, the pot ter v of this period is 
wheel turned, treated with a wash or slip. 

KSll II-(C. 1000 H.C.-C. 900 li.C.)—The pottery ham the 

laler layers of ihe defences « Kausamhi and almost the enlite earlier 

material Iron, rite Palace area according i„ oor latest analysis espe¬ 

cially in the light ol the material of nlher sues, constitutes a dislioct 

group. I here are at feast i) types present In this group at Kaosambi 

which compare well with the similar types of Atranjikhera I. The 

decorative motifs on the painted and incised sherds mostly from the 

Palace area, are comparable with similar ones on the pottery of 

Rangpur 1IB, IIC and lit, Lothsd 15, Navdatoli 111 ar,d Balial I 

I hey constitute a distinct group from KSB I and KSll I If. Like that 

of the earlier period the pottery assemblage of this period comprises 
red ware and Black-and-Red ware. 

Many of the types of Pd*. I and II are widely distributed in 

western and central India as well a5 i„ Gangs valley, generally in a 

Chalcolithic context, the sites in question being Rangpur {OB, (!- 

III. Lothal (Bj I'tab! i as a Rojdi ilA-IC) Mehagaon (Pd 1) Bho- 

gairava (Pd 1) Amo. Sawalda. and Altar IC in western India Eran I 

and Navdatoli III in Central India and Alamgirpur (Pd f) Baha 

dam bad, Atranjikhera 1 and fl Kakoria, Soneppr (Pd I) ,wd Chirand 

I In the Gang* valley. It is interesting to note that in western India 

the comparable types occur in the Late Hantppan 0r Immediate post 

Harap|)un context. In the Canga valley, the most noteworthy sites 

yielding some of the analogous types are Atranjikhera (Etah District 
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l J’,) and Kakoria on the Chandraprabhit (Vaiatiasi district), the 

number of comparable types al die former site being 15, at the 

latter 73. 

Chirand in Hi bar has also olTered 9 analogous types. In this 

context it is interesting to lime that a recent radio-carbon determi¬ 

nation from Chirand 1 has yielded a date going back to 1600 B.C. 

As in the case of pottery types so in Lite case oE painting and 

incised patterns, some of the painted pieces resemble very much their 

counterparts from Navdatoli 111. Er.m 1. Rangpur I1A—III, and 

Alamgirpur l. The incised designs .it KausambT are also represent¬ 

ed either in incision nr in painting at the sites like Lothal B, Prabhasa 

IB. RCP HR—HI. Bam (IB) Alamgirpur I. Rojdi (1), Gilund I etc. 

everywhere in C ha 1 colit hie context. 

Thus the early pottery ol Kausambi of IMs, I and II shares in 

common many types as well as painted and incised designs with sonic 

ol the l ate Harappan and Post-Harappan sites of Western India. 

Central India anti Ganga valley. This [mints to its early antit[uity 

and origin. V link with the Chalcolithic culture complex and with 

Harappan traditions seem to be ultimately indicated. 

KSB Pd. [If.—This period is characterised by the occurrence of 

the typical Painted Grey Ware along with Black-slipped Ware, Bhut¬ 

an d-Red ware, plain grey ware ami red ware. A comparison of the 

pliters assemblage ol Kausambi III with other sites oF Ganga valley 

especially Atranjikhera III has brought into locus the following 

points: 

(I) The Rlack-nnd-Red ware, Black-slipped Ware and the red 

ware associated with the Painted Grey Ware ol this period have a 

wide diffusion and they show much similarity at Atranjikhera III, 

Kakoria. Chirand I A—IB. Smicpur 1A-IB etc. at least in typology-. 

(II) [hough at the sites of Atranjikhera, Hastinapur. ami 

Rupar etc, rfie painted Grey Ware is a rich industry, at llie site of 

Kausambi it appears to be ail effete <>iie. 
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(HI) [t appears that (he Painted Grey Ware represents a super- 

imposition on a non-Pairuetl Grey Ware pottery assemblage in the 
Gang a valley. 

KSli Period IV— {(iftb B.C.—1st li.C.)—The pottery assemblage 

til this period includes the famous Northern Black Polished Ware, 

Blackand-Red Ware, Black-slipped Ware and the red ware. The 

Northern-Black Pol idled Ware in this assemblage seems to be the 

Jclux V' a re <»I the time. I lie sherds of this ware in various shades 

e-g. steel grey, lustrous blue, orange, ran, chocolate, brown, drab, 

pink, buff, cream, silvery and golden have been obtained. 

I lie continued occurrence of the P.G Ware in the earliest levels 

of the N.B.r. Ware and the occasional similarity’ in tbe paitiling motifs 

of the two show an unmistakable influence of the painting tradition 

of the Former on the la tier. It is. however, lo be noted that the 

earliest evidence of lustrous polish is not furnished by the bowls and 

dishes which this ware shares with the P.G. Ware hut by the vases and 
stem of stands of red ware. 

The ware is represented hy bowls, dishes, basins with collared 

rim, basins with spruit, lids, carinated hand is, globular vessels, small, 

miniature and medium sized vases and spouted vase. 

\ few sherds of red ware, Black-and Red Ware and N.B.P. Ware, 

have been fount] with incised. Impressed or applique, designs consist¬ 

ing of rows of punctured dots, strokes, triangles, circles, chevrons, criss¬ 

cross, wavy lines, horizontal, vertical and oblfaue bands. latticed 
designs and semi-circles. 

The excavations in the different sectors at the site have also 

brought to light a number of sherds with graffiti marks, on all the 

principal wares of this period. The symbols consist of signs of cross, 

plus, multiplication, trident, how and arrow, taurine, parallel vertical 

lines, triangles, circles, squares and a few early Rrahmi signs. 

K.SR—Period V—It is marked by the complete absence of the 

N.B.P, Ware, the principal wares of the period being red and black 
wares. 
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The study ol pottery from Kausambi periods IV and V lias fur- 

i list ltd very interesting data throwing light on the connection between 

India and Soviet Central Asian Republics. Among the common 

shapes scattered over a wider area from India to Khorezm mention 

may be made of conical cylinder bowls of different sizes, pedestal led 

goblets, handled incense burners and lipped Sura his, etc. (lor detail¬ 

ed discussion, see the paper Sitka-Kusaiia in the Central Gaiigit 

Valley in this volume). 

C-14 dates from Kausamtm ■ 

The chronology of the archaeological sequence described above 

has been partially corroborated by C-M determinations, kindly sup¬ 

plied to us by the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay. 

Of a number of samples examined by them mention may specifically be 

made of sample T. F. 22 La T. F. 219;' 1 F. %' and T F. 95* All 

these samples base been selected from the stratified deposits in a very 

limited area where the super-imposition of the road-level* provides 

extremely reliable evidence regarding then relatived relationship. 

The earliest. T. F. 221. is from a layer from the middle of the lower 

levels of the N.R.F. Ware. The C-M determination 509 ± 105 B.C 

thus fully confirms the archaeological deduction regarding the begin¬ 

ning of the N.B.P. Ware in C. 600 B.C. In fact, indications are 

in favour of a higher antiquity. T.F. 219. is from the 1st road and 

its radio-carbon tie termination -!-lfl± 199 B.C. is significant. C-l-1 

determination ol T.F. 96 from Pd. IV is IlSdtlOU B.C. Archaeo- 

logically this level represents immediate Pre Kuslina period. Road V 

is associated with the beginnings and the early part of the Kusana rule 

and the C-l-1 determination of the sample I F. 95 is A.D. 5ft± 120. 

A number of samples from other excavated areas from Katliambl 

were also examined and they offer consistent chronological evidence 

and confirm the archaeological sequence. The extensive destructions 

carried out by the Hitpas in Ghositarama have yielded seals counter 

struck with the seal of Foramina and also those r>1 Hunaraja. Ijeaides 

a large number of Huna arrow-heads, She C-l i tIcttuuination lor 

this level is I35d_ 95 A D.* l ints we have now ,i number of radio 
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carbon determinations ranging in dates from about lM>0 B.C. to 6<)b 
A. D. 

The Palace arm: 

hi die south-western comer of the Ancient walled city of KauSambT 

an area on the Yamuna was dearly marked out from the rest of the 

site by its well-defined contours. The entire area was littered with 

chips n! stone, fragments of piaster and the sherds of the N.B.P 

and the associated wares. On the Yamuna two small prominent 

mounds cohering an over all urea of almost 75x45 metres were ijit Im3- 

ed within this complex. To these walls was connected a strongly built 

tower (PL IV) with a diameter of II and 12.5 metres respectively at 

die top and bottom, still standing in utter defiance of the formidable 
t in rents of the Yamuna especially in the rainy season. 

1 he examination of the surface indicated the possibility of the 

existence of extensive stone buildings of considerable antiquity, 

1 he excavations conducted by the LTuiversity since lOfih have laid 

bare a massive stone fortress (Fig. I) on the Yamuna measuring 

.12f) X 15(1 metres. On plan, it is barrel shaped. The northern and 

southern sides are parallel and the eastern and western curvilinear. 

There are three towers, circular in p'an, fully exposed, at the north¬ 

eastern (Pi, VI and \ It), north-western and south-eastern ends. The 

corresponding tower on the south-western side anti also a considerable 

part of the Palace complex has been washed away by the river. Tile 

rectangular tower (Pi. V) fl5.24xl2.31 metre) is a later addition to 

the northern boundary wail. The Palace complex shows some addi¬ 

tion to and modification of original plan which would be noticed at 
their proper places. 

The northern side (PI. V) which is fully intact is approximately 

132 metres in length and its width being 5.H metres. The circum¬ 

ference n| the lowers (Pl. VI) at its North-eastern and North-western 

ends is 7.92 metres. Flic southern wall, on account of subsequent 

*ujjci structures which is parallel to the northern, is exposed in a very 
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limited area. The tower at the south-eastern comer lias a diameire 

of 10.66 metres. The difference in the radii in the three existing 

towers may be due to the later extension of the tower at the south¬ 

eastern end. it lias not been possible so far to demarcate clearly the 

original outline of this from the subsequent enlargement as has been 

done in the case ol the North-eastern and North-western towers. The 

eastern and western walls have been only partially exposed. 

The stone fortress was surrounded by a dry ditch (4.57 metres in 

depth and 4,57 metres in width} of which the evidence is exposed in a 

limited area, to the north oi the northern boundary wall. Like the 

Palace complex, the ditch also show's a number ol periods and die 

materials recovered from it provide valuable evidence, contemporary 

with the corresponding periods of the Palace. 

The excavation of the two mounds on the Yamuna has laid bare 

a very extensive but a later complex of residential buildings of 1st— 

2nd Century A.D. (Fig. 2). 

The excavation shows four main stages in the architectuml evolu¬ 

tion of the Palace with ten sub-periods. The earliest stage is represen¬ 

ted by undressed stone boundary wall which has been exposed beneath 

the dressed wall of the second stage on the northern and the western 

skies. The wall was built entirely of random nibble, huge si outs 

being laid in lime mortar. The stones were not dressed but the outer 

surfaces of the wall might have been plastered, though there is no 

conclusive evidence. The layers contemporary with this wall have 

a thickness of 1.52 metre and are pre-N.B.P. 

The dressed boundary wall of the second stage represents the 

apogee of the architectural achievement. Neatly dresser! stone measu¬ 

ring about 6^’>><5.4;<211 c,m were used lor the facing of the walls. 

The core, however, remains of nibble, "I his wall remained in ex¬ 

istence for a very long time and two sub-periods of constructions ate 

denoted (I) by change of alignment, and (2) by the addition ol the 

rectangular tower and change in the position of the return wall in the 

eastern side, and (5) by the use of flush-pointing in the period. The 

flush-pointing shows a certain amount of deterioration in the standard 
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ol construction. hut on ,he whole a high standard has been „la,„,a„,t,l 

in tile use fit highly dressed stone jo provide the facing of the wall 

I he return trail constituting the western side of the Palate was 

actually bmh on the western side ol the rampart which incidentally 

shows that the stone fortress is posterior to the main defences of the 

I he Palace was destroyed sometime in the 2nd century li.C, when 
ilie stone boundary walls and towers were razed to the ground There 

“ also evidence of conflagration. The debris layers which covered 
the ruins of Wall yielded sherds of the Northern Black Polished Ware 

besides a sealing hearing an inscription in the Bpthmi script of 2nd 

ceiitui y B C I fie layer has also yielded double-tanged arrow-heads 
ascribed to the Indo-Crcek invasion of Kausambf. 

The third stage ol the Palace was rebuilt immediately after the 

destmeunn but there is a noticeable change in the alignment and in 

the method of cons.ruction. The boundary wall -was no longer built 

ol stone alone, the core being made of stone and the bricks being used 

lor (lie fating. The comer towers were enlarged and the largest cross- 
section across die North-eastern tower measures 19 metres. 

f he fourth stage is represented by extensive construction, espe- 

cudlj n„ the Vainuna. The nature of the construction gives it distinct 

individuality. Contrary to the general norm of construction at 

fvausarnbi. as revealed by the brick structures of the preceding periods 

of this area and also in the Chositaraum and other areas so far cxcav u 

cd. it iS a typical example of hybrid architecture in which the bricks 

and stones were used jn ail indiscriminate manner. Only brick- 

hais were used in the very massive construction of this period and new 

and complete bricks are almost conspicuous by their absence The 

stone blocks were also undressed and no attention was paid cither to 

shape or size fPls. 1X-XI). The builders sought to overcome the 

weakness of the walls and the lowers consequent upon the use of the 

poor quality of building materials by taking recourse to thick plaster 

Almost every inch of the construction was covered by a thick layer ol 

plaster and sometime more than one coat was applied. T he Palace in 
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I his phase shows certain new* features so far unknown to the architecture 

or the Gangs valley. 
* 

There is however no break in the occupation. The walls of this 

period were considerably widened but they were built oil the founda¬ 

tion of the third architectural phase, t here was no appreciable 

change in the general alignment. 

The analysis of the mortar material anti plaster of different 

architectural phases ol the Palace by Dr, B, B Lai (see Appendix l) 

demonstrates continuity in the technique of the preparation of the 

joining material, as well as in the plasters from the phase of the 

undressed stone wall to the last phase of the Palace complex represent¬ 

ed by the Knsaiia Palace. The composition of die mortar and die 

plaster and their constituent elements do not show variation of any 

fundamental nature. 

The plan of the fortress was considerably modified by the addition 

of two circular towers (Fig. 1). One of which fPi. IV) still survives 

on the Yamuna. I his new addition formed an apex of the triangle 

with the southern side of the original barrel shaped plan as base and 

the each of the two new additional sides measuring approx. 34.8 

metres. 

The Chronology of the four arch iter fund phases : 

According to the evidence of stratigraphy, pottery and other Finds, 

the chronology of the four main phases in the construction of I he 

Palace is as follows 

(I) The undressed stone wall C. 8th Century B.C.—6th cen¬ 

tury B.C. 

(Hi The dressed stone wall (C, 6th century R.C.— 2nd century 

H.C.). 

(III) The Third phase (C. 2nd century B.C.-lst century A.D.) 

(IV) The last stage-Kusana palace (C. 1st Century A.D.— 2nd 

century A.D.) 
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The Kusana Palace 

ri,e ruins of an extensive Palace on Lhe Yamuna concealed by the 

nvo mounds mentioned above, represent the last occupation of the 

Palate area. As has been noted earlier, the architecture of the period 

denotes a dear departure in the architectural tradition and introduces 

technique, forms and concepts completely unknown previously. 

1 he Palace is divided into three blocks—eastern, western and cen- 

(ml connected by the galleries. The eastern block (PI. XI) and central 

block measure 22.86*12.49 metres and 24,99*12.86 metres res¬ 

pectively. A considerable portion of the western block has been wash¬ 
ed away by the Yamuna. 

Hie central block consists of two sets of three rooms measuring; 

respectively 1.47*3*91 metres, 7.31*3,91 metres, and 5.40*3.91 

metres. As is evident from the debris, the set of three rooms desigmt. 

ed as ERI, t.R2. and ERA in the later section of this paper on the 

southern side facing Yamuna had domical (Sikhara dike ^surmounting 

structure. Room ERA and the corresponding room on the eastern 

side of the block had basement supported by semi-elliptical vault. The 

basement of the Northern Room of this set is considerably preserved 

and has been illustrated in Figs 3, h Figs. 2, 9 and Figs. 4. 1. This 

room had a diameter of 5.40*3.25 metres. The height of the vault 

was 2.OB metres. The passage of this room into the gallery had a 

segmental arch which is only partially preserved. The centre of the 

major axis of the arch was considerably flattened to provide a levelled 
living floor. 

! he semi-elliptical barrel vault (Fig. 2, I ]) over the basement of 

Room No. ER3 is badly disturbed, but the evidence is sufficient fur the 

reconstruction of its Shape. The passage of basement in the gallery 

had a segmental arch (PI. X1II-B, Fig. 2, 6, Fig. 3. 3 and Fig }. 3) 

which is very well preserved. \ room attached to this complex in the 

eastern block has preserved evidence of collapsed barrel vault (P XI) 

The central block (PL IX) consist of a rectangular room in the 

middle measuring 11.44*4.08 metres and a set of two rooms on two 
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sides, each measuring 1*08x2,81 metres. There is evidence of a 

verandah attached to the from of ihe central rectangular mom, There 

are seventeen passages that connect all the rooms and the verandah, 

and also the set of two rooms on both the sides with two galleries, 

eastern and western. The passages were provided with door-jams of 

stone. The door-sill is usually a monolithic stone with sockets at its 

two ends for door jams. 

The debris of the collapsed domical roof (Sifchara) has been ex¬ 

posed in the central rectangular room. It is clear that the brick 

courses alternated with stone courses tint only in the construction of 

the wall, but also in that til the surmounting structures. 

Attached In the southern wall and to its south, there was a base¬ 

ment (1'1 X) 2.13 metres in width. A passage in the western gnllcty 

connects this basements with the central block. The basement had a 

semi-elliptical barrel-vault with a height of 2.08 metres, and the three 

passages had four-centred pointed arches (Fig* 2, 3, -I. 5) of which that 

over the opening of basement (Fig, 2, 3) is fully preserved. 

Western Block : There is evidence for basement in the two rooms 

on "its eastern side which alone are now partially preserved-. 1 He 

basement <*[ the southern of these rooms had three passages (Fig. -. 1. 

2 and 7 and Pi. XII) which had art lies of different types, one of them 

(Fig. 2, 1: Fig. 3. 1; Fig. 4, 1 and Pi. XUI-A) being fully preserved. 

The geometry of its construction has been discussed in a subsequent 

section. The second arch in this mom (Fig, 2, 2} is again an example 

of four-centred pointed arch. The third (Fig. 2. 7). on the other hand, 

belongs to the type of segmental arch U is interesting to observe that 

passages under Lhe same vault had two types of arches, the shapes of 

which were evidently conditioned by the span of the passage, the 

height being nearly the same. The evidence of vault over this room 

has been completely destroyed. 

The evidence of semi-elliptical barrel vault has. however, been 

very well preserved by a ghost arch (PI. XIV). The foundations of 

the u-alls alone arc preserved. The entire abutment was robbed, bui 

as the vault was packed with debris before the robbing, the subsequent 
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lobbing of the bricks from the abutment and the destruction of the 

Hoor has left undisturbed its inner profile. This vault in its shape is 

almost identical with the one described in connection with the eastern 
block (Fig. 2, 9: Fig. 4, 1). The centres n| the arch, eg. the minor 

arcs are below the springing level in both the cases, and curiously 
enough their radii measure 0.62 metre. 

Galleries : The two galleries, eastern and western (Fig. 2, 13, 14) 

measuring approximately 7.74 metres and 7.36 metres respectively 

connect the three blocks—eastern, central and western. The vault has 

collapsed, and the evidence is considerably disturbed. However, the 

pieces of the collapsed vauli are well preserved in ihe eastern gallery 

(l 1. X\ ). The roof ol the basement in the gallery was supported by 

a scttii-elliptical barrel vault. All the basements in the loom and in 

the gallery had a uniform level on which the rooms ol the ground- 

lioor were reconstructed: Beth the galleries had passages towards the 

\anmna. In case of the eastern gallery' the door-sill along with die 
passage is well preserved. 

Height of the Passages in the Bnsementt 

Attention may especially be invited to a very peculiar feature of con¬ 

struction. In no case the height of the passage in the basement was 

more than 1.42 metres, the minimum height being 1.04 metres only. 

GENERAL FEATURES OF THE NEW ARCHITECTURAL 
DEVICE 

The first important feature is the extensive use of elastically curv¬ 

ed surfaces like roofing and bridging devices over rooms and door 

openings respectively. The roofing device consists of the gikhara 

like domes and semi-elliptical barrel vaults, whereas the bridging device 

consists of segmental and four centred pointed arches. These devices 

were used on extensive scale and indiscriminately in basement ami 

ground Hoots as well. This system of construction 'in technical termi¬ 
nology »s referred to as ‘arcuation*. 
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The total impression this, construction gives is oi its having been 

done iu haste which is evident hy the intermixing oi brick and stone 

malarial together with irregular sizes of pieces of short length small- 

dimensioned masonry blocks and general,tieviaiinm from the arcuated 

profile- of geometry. Most oi these deficiencies have, however, been 

sought to be compensated by thick mortar joints and heavy coatings of 

plaster for bonding and geometrical contour per tea ion respectively. 

The constructional differences between the roofing and bridging 

devices of the arcuaiiim system seem to represent a period of transition 

when die masons knew the radial device of arches as one-plane curva¬ 

ture, but did not have the hold upon the radial device necessary for 

domical construction, i.e, provision of two-way necessary for domical 

construction i.e. provision of two-way curvature along horizontal and 

vertical planes. This led to the use of the corbelling device i.e. oil 

setting in the horizontal plane of consecutive courses of bricks in the 

domical construction. I he most striking feature ol these domical 

roofing structures is that rectangular rooms have been roofed by a dome 

elliptical in plan. The elements of perfection in the radial arches 

were the provision of skew hacks of the harder bed i.e. stone, and key¬ 

stone of some kind. Attempt was also made to form a general syme- 

try of geometrical profile of arches along their vertical axis by estab¬ 

lishing certain radii of curvatures resulting in segmental and four- 

centered pointed arches. However, due to the irregular sizes of stone 

and brick voussoir a continuous elastic cone of arch-ring consisting 

of regular ext ratios and intrados is missing. This also produced inac¬ 

curacy of die geomtrieal profile of arches. The irregular size of vous- 

soir has further caused the blurting of the centra of curvatures. The 

placing of voussior on end or on edge suggests technical iiiiprov einttu. 

The common use of plaster on the surfaces of arches has brought 

ahum the outward accuracy of geometrical profile ol curved surfaces. 

This device could not. however, improve the structural deficiencies ol 

the general a rotation system which could not bul remain weak anil 

less durable. 

A temporary system qf support below these curved surfaces seems 

to have been taken recourse to: its marks can still be seen on the 

fragments of the dome. It seems that the muling surfaces were tern 

F. 3 
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pTmlr suPI*n«l during .heir construaiou .„,d selling period in 
Older to maintain fa, desired profile or curve by a shutlering frame 

consisting ul cross planning. Hoveever. in ease of arches such evidence 

1 aVju, ab e' al?lw',*h “ “ H«« some system of temporary 
support like centring might have been used. 

Classification; 

(i) Morphological, 

(ii) Functional, 

On the basis of morphology and the geometry, the arc nation 
cJassiliod into the following categories :_ 

(it J he four-centred pointed Arch: 

(iit The segmental Arch: 

has heen 

(hi) Ihe semi-elllptical barrel Vault: and 

(iv) I he dome with foliated prolile 

(a) circular in plan 

(b) elliptical in plan 

The class ill cation 

torbed or fragmentary 

firniatory evidences. 

is primarily based on intact specimens HiS- 

s pec miens have, however, been studied for con- 

Fatnt tcnired Pointed Irek : (Fig. No, 2, I to 5) 

The arches of this type have four centres, two on either side of 

Ac axis of symmetry. The vertex Formed at Lhe juntion of two ten- 

^ "7 fr0m ■** ***** > conical profile producing " 

2E&5U" ^Bw —o( - *» - * L* 
Segment*! Arch : (Fig. No. 2. 6 to .8). All the extant specimens 

“ “StmciJIa * rq)rescm lhe Sorter segment of a circle Com* 
^iientlv the centre of curvature falls below the springing level Of 
the ihree specimens, only one is intact. g S ' °F 

Srmi-elliptiml Anref VmM -. (Fig, 2, ft t„ |6). This type at 
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arch was invariably used for roofing the basements, Elgin specimens 

can be wholly or partly reconstructed. The elliptical profile is a 

product of three centres of curvatures, the two minor radii being on 

either side of axis of symmetry, and the third and major one coinci¬ 

ding with the vertical axis itself. Consequently the two arcs at the 

two ends are smaller than the central major arc. In the extant speci¬ 

men, the curvamure of the central arc has been reduced almost to a 

llat surface to enable it to serve as a level floor. 

Dome with foliated Profile: The discovery of fragments in the 

rooms of the eastern ami central blocks with curved surfaces, arc-like 

plan on horizontal plane: conceit I tic pattern of brick courses rising 

upwards to produce curved surface also on vertical plane, pointed to 

the existence of domical surmounting structure. Since some o! the 

fragments showed clear evidence of change of curvature along their 

vertical section plane, it has been inferred that the fragments formed 

part of domes with foliated profile. I he circular and elliptical 

domes in plan could also be understood from the horizontal section of 

the available fragments. 

Functional Clarification: The arches were used as a bridging 

device over ail openings anti their shape deluded upon their span. 

The fnur-ccutred pointed arch was used to cover smaller spans, while 

the segmental was used for larger spans. In the case of four-centered 

pointed arch, the ratio of height to span was 9 : 8, whereas in the case 

ol segmental arch, the ratio was 57 : 56, The height of the arches in 

both the cases was not sufficient for minimum headway [or a walking 

person. This was due to the fact that all the extant arches spanned 

passages to basement chambers. 

The semi-elliptical vault is most in evidence, having been used 

for providing tile roof over the basements and galleries between the 

three blocks. 

Geometry of Arches: 

Four-centred pointed Arch : The geometry ol the Four-centred arch 

lias been illustrated in fig. 1 No. 3 A-B indicates the springing level, 
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and .1, a with their centres marked D and I1 respectivcly represent the 

tw° smaller side arts, h will be observed that f> and F both arc 

located at <|uaricr span along the springing level. The remaining 

tuo central arcs C. C, had Lheit' centres H and 1 at floor level imme¬ 

diately below the centres of radii of smaller arcs D and F along the 

ip1 ttiging level It is further noted as a point of geometrical accuracy 

tlial the radii of larger central arcs cross each other at a point <» on 

sertica! axis of symmetry at (he mid-height between floor and spring 
mg levels. 

In ail the four cases ol (his type where the arches were more or 

Jess intact it was observed thin ihc rise of arch was less than half the 

span. In arch nos. I. 2, 3 and -f (Fig* 21 die rise and span measure 

m and *86 m. *.tfi an, and .1)1 in, m and I . I ] m and ,21 m res- 

pt( lively. None shows deviation from this general rule. 

1 he vdussoirs show rise in ascending order Iruin springing level 

to crown, but on account of the use of material of iiregular size and 

thickness there is no unifmmhy in the angles of rise of two consecu- 

tive voussoiw. Again, ort account of irregular size and thickness of 

the voussoirs and the use of stone and brick without discrimination, 

the voussoirs raditate at different angles, and not at their respective 
centres ol curvaturc. 

The geometrical deficiencies noted above were sought to be over¬ 
come by die use of a thick coat of piaster. 

The continuity of arch ring formed within the extradus and 

ill trades is missing which impairs the structural efficiency of elastic 

curve of arches. This is due to the fact that while inlrudos curvature 
was maintained, sufficient a tent ion was not paid to the ex trad os cur¬ 
vature* 

lit certain examples the skewback was used in its true conecpt 

and the splayed bed was correctly maintained* but in other cases 
die arch ring was placed on horizontal bed. 

The builders of these arches seem to have been fully conversant 
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willi the importance, 'unction and position of key stone at the crown, 

but they have not refrained from using undressed stone of irregular 

si/e or even brickbats for the crown. 

Segmeutal Arch: Fig. 1. No, 2 illustrates die geometry of the 

segmental arch known to the builders nil katmmbi. All is the 

springing level and F is the single centre ol the arc which is the shor¬ 

ter segment ol a circle. In a real segmental arch the voussoits radiate 

(rotn one centre, bsit here they do so from different centres, though 

all these centres in eel Lhe centre line, evidently the radiation con veil¬ 

ing along the plane of symmetry, 

1 lie deviation liom the correct geometry characterizing the cons 

i ruction of segmental arch, namely, the convergence of all the vous- 

soirs at tile central point was clue to their irregular sizes. 

Of the three arches ol this type two alone were sufficiently pre¬ 

served to yield results relating to the geometry of their construction. 

In both the cases (fig. 2. Nos. (t. 7) lhe rise was less than half the span. 

In Arch No. h. the rise is 41 cm., and span 1.52 tn.. and in Arch No. 7 

the rise is 43 cut., and span 1.37 m. In the illustrated specimens the 

aidi ring rests on a horizontal bed of stone ;itid there is no evidence nl 

splayed bed ol skew backs. This seems to he the general feature ol this 

type of arch. 

Smi-elHpticat Barrel Ml : Fig. 4, No. I illustrates the best pre¬ 

served semi-elliptical barrel vault. AR represeuls the springing level: 

C; ft 1) both nl which are situated below tlic springing level, are the 

centres of smaller side arcs measuring .52 in., whereas the central arc 

is almost lliit. 

VoussbiTs radiate in an ascending order even iti the flat surface. 

They form an angle with the plane of symmetry, though nearly paral¬ 

lel to one an other. The arrfi rests on splayed bed of skew back 

formed out of brick courses by offsetting. 
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Contemporary Arches from Afghanistan and U.SS.R. , 

The fo"r arches ilhistralcd i„ Fig. 5 (1-4) arc from Bafkli1 

;r S^iiKtan), I oprak Kala and Janbas Kala [ he arch 

(|S‘ ™IU,r> A D-> * a s%hlly pointed elliptical 
* l'nl“rtunately. „o I Inuring is available: geometrical con,pa- 

risotis are, therefore, not possible, H 

The three arches of Toparak Kata and janbas Kala Iron Khor- 

'k*i “ ,S'“3nt «“«T A.a The, are interesting in the 

KnsT,L“n‘“' °f thC “"**« °< these areas with ,|,e 

The gentnetry of the segmental arch (Fig. 5. 3) from Janbas 
Kala ..Re,a the closest parallel to its India,, p,„,„,,pe from Kae^itnbi 

As at kattiambt die single centre nl die arch is situated below the 

s|ir.nging level. The radiation of the vonssoirs meet not a, die 

centre of curvature of the arch, but along the venial plane of sym¬ 

metry. y material ol which tins arch is made is entirely different 

Irani that wtlh winch the ardies are ma,lc at Kausiimbi. The use of 

wedge-shaped vouMoirs o| unifora, width resulted in the Innuation 
of a regular arch nng at the ex trad os and intrados. 

The second arch at Janbas Kala (Fig. 5-1, is also a segmental 

arclt. But its construction is imperfect because of the irregularity 

d voussoirs. However, the geometrical principles on which this ,irdi 

was constructed are the same. On account of muyu,metrical pig¬ 

ment ol vonssoirs of the arch m, either side nl the'vertical plane of 

symmetry. the radiation of corresponding voussoir dues not coincide 

7 ll,t,r r£SPective P°ints 1)11 d* cental line. Some of the voussnirs 
do not coincide on their respective points on the central line. Some 

of the voimotrs, on the contrary, radiate away from the vertical plane 

of symmetry, 1 he crown piece or the key stone is also unsymmetrr 
cally placed* J 

The arch (Fig. 5-2) from Toparak Kala is peculiar type „F ellip¬ 

tical arch m winch the arch ring is unsyinmetrieally placed and the 

plane of two centres of radii for minor arcs of die ellipse is inclined 
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from i he horizontal plane. However, the similarities ni this arch 

with Kattsambl examples are that its radii of curvatures fall below 

the plane of springing line ami that the voussbirs du not radiate from 

Lhe centres of radii of their respective arcs. 

RESTORATION OF DOME (SIKHARA) —EASTERN BLOCK 

The rooms and the halls of the central and eastern blocks and the 

two galleries were filled with large, heavy fragments, many of which 

were removed in the process of clearance of the area. However, the 

material that was preserved, after its significance was correctly under¬ 

stock has made possible a critical study and reconstruction of the 

surmounting structures, which, as will be evident from die discussion, 

were domical in shape and can aptly be described as Sikluuas. These 

fragments, made nf bricks, thick lime mortar and heavy coating of 

plaster, are considerably large, Close observation indicates horizon¬ 

tal as well as vertical curvature of surfaces. In each fragment the 

brick courses are so placed that each succeeding course slightly recedes 

from the preceding one, and thus is formed a sort of offsetting indi¬ 

cating the corbelling technique on both the intrados and the ext ratios. 

This characteristic is obvious where the plaster is disturbed, 

Shifty of the Raw Material'. 

Six oi these fray incuts hate been selected for physical and mor¬ 

phological study. The morphological study primarily deals with the- 

geometrical shape ol the fragments which have been numbered 1, 2, 

8, 4, 5 and fi in Fig 1i. 

The dimensions ol the fragments are 1.52 m X fb89 m, 1,95 m 

X 0.73 m, 1.82 in 0.66 m. <1.112 m 0.7/1 in. 1.22 in X 0.91 m 

and 11,91 m and 0,HI tn 0.8! in respectively. The brick courses 

have been set in lime mortar. the mean thickness of brick courses 

and mortar used in these pieces is 5.38 eras, and 4.82 ems, respectively 

I he combined mean thickness of llu* above two is 5.D8 cms. The brick 

courses used in fragments nos. I, 2, 3, {. 5 and f> are 9, b; 6; b; 9 and 
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TCjpcctivdy. ! Iitse courses are so placed thji each Sutceetliii^ 
emuw recedes from the preceding one and thus provides. ;m orderly 

offsetting ol a mean depth of 3.81 cuts. 

In order to understand the morphology ol the fragments vertical 

sections ai their maximum available height and horizontal sections at 

maximum available bottoms and tops were cut across. As a result 

it tvas found that these fragments had two-way curvatures along ver¬ 

tical and horizontal planes as is indicated in Fig. t>. It appeals from 

their vertical sections that they had wide bottoms and Narrow tops. 

Their thickness at the bottom artel top measures 55.88 and 15.72 eras., 

la. 12 cuts and jd.48 tins, cuts and 58.42 cuts. 53.HI cuts and 

18.72 < ms.. 18.21? cuts and 48.26 eras. 45,72 utis. and 43. 18 ems res¬ 

pectively. 

It was observed from the study of their horizontal sections that 

their radii of curvatures had a tendency ol gradual reduction from 

bottom to top, The radii of these pieces at the bottom and top 

measure 2.18 m and 2. in m.f 2.13 m. and L9fi m„ 5.ni m. mid 

5.8(i m., 4.87 m. and 1.42 in., 4.47 m. and 4.18 m., 4,16 m. 

and 3.78 in. respectively Here it may be pointed out dial the Jrag- 

luem no. 1 has two radii i.e. minor anti major, indicating thereby its 

being part of an ellipse. The minor radius measures 1.27 in. 

The Remits of Morphological and Physiol observationi of the 
Fragments (or the Domes: 

The results o| the morphological and physical observations made 

above may be summarised as below: 

Hie evidence of curved profile is the most significant feature ol 

these fragments. 1 be horizontal sections cut at the available bottom 

and top ol tile fragments invariably reveal arcuated plan, These 

were, therefore, either part ol a circle nr ait ellipse. Similarly, the 

vertical section mi a I the available maximum height of the fragments 

represents mostly convex and occasionally concave profile externally. 

1 bus the evidence ol curved surface nn the vertical section also indi¬ 

cates the probability of some type of curved mol. 
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Further, a gradual reduction in the thickness nl the vertical 

section is dearly discernible from the study of these fragments. The 

implication of this evidence is significant from the viewpoint nl struc¬ 

tural considerations, ft reduces the weight of the material of the 

roofing surface towards its top transmitted to the supporting abut¬ 

ments, 

both at the extrados and intrados there is dear evidence oi order¬ 

ly, if not uniform, offset ting. J’he surface is made smooth by thick 

coating oi plaster. This orderly offsetting testifies to the construction 

of this part of the surmounting structure by corbelling which pro¬ 

duced concentric rings on the plan. It may specifically be pointed 

out here that the radial technique nl brick setting is entirely absent. 

The radius of curvature is gradually reduced on the horizontal 

plan from the bottom to the top of the domes. The conclusion 

emerges, therefore, that the surmounting structure had a wide bottom 

tuid narrow top. 

In fragment No. 4 (Fig. 6) there is evidence ol two radii. This 

evidence suggests the possibility oi an elliptical construction. It is 

important to note that the fragments enclosed in a smaller mom which 

is more or less square do not furnish evidence of this nature. Such 

testimony, i.e. arc being governed by two radii, comes from the pieces 

recovered from the hall which is rectangular in fonn. 

Lo&itiaiial anti typological analysis of the fragment a 
The [iroh'em of determining the place occupied by the fragments 

in the superstructure raises two interconnected quest ions in the light 

of which the present problem- may be dealt with. 1 he first anti the 

basic question is regarding their locational identification, 1 he 

second one relates in the nature and type of the superstructure of 

which these fragments form part, 

‘ I 

i’ 

(A) l-ot(itio>ttit IderttifimtiOUi 

Though the fragments in question arc scattered within the four 

F, -1 
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waUs ot tlie mam oJ ^'c eastern block, Lite nature of the mortars, 

the surface anti the nibsetting of the courses prove byond doubt that 

tiicse were not parts of the wall, but of the surmounting structure of 

a cut veil shape, J his would be only a rooting device and not a sup 
porting member. 

(Bj l \'l>ological identifications'. 

Since the fragments have two-way curvature i.e. along the hoti- 

zomal and vertical plane, which is a characteristic feature of a domi¬ 

cal surface, it is self-evident that the superstructure of which these 

wilt pa i ts was domical in shape. Had the roofing device been a 

vault (fit fragments could have only one-way curvature i,e. along the 

vertical plane. A Hat root is altogether ruled out due to the presence 

i>t cun,11Lire tu these fragments. Besides, absence of groins precludes 

the possibility of cross vault or polygonal dome also. 

These fragments, therefore, may be identified as parts of dome. 

1 he curved surfaces in roofing and bridging devices are only applied 

where Lhe straight-line bridging and roofing members like beam and 

lintels are not available. The locally available material may be of 

shoit length and small dimension like brick and stone which may be 

brought into a homogeneous surface of support only by curvature. 

Suh-typt of Dmn?: 

The type of dome is governed by the plan of the room, A room 

with square, circular or polygonal plan alone would support a circular 

dome. In the plan of circular dome only one centre and one radius 

are used. 

On the other hand, the plan of the room for an elliptical dome 

is rectangular in form. If a circle is drawn on any rectangle with 

ratlins having half of the shorter span which is the minimum necessary 

radius to cover the width of a rectangle, a large space remains un¬ 

covered, But, on the contrary, if n riicle is drawn with half of the 
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larger span of the ractanglc. it goes much beyond the shorter span. 

For these reasons the possibility of a circular dome on rooms with rec¬ 

tangular plan is ruled out. 

m 

Elliptical dome Tests on three radii and three centres. 

Com partitive examination of the n-idence\ 

The smaller room in the eastern block measures nearly 4.47 m. 

X 3.4)1 til. The room, therefore. For all practical purposes was 

square in plan. The two fragments (Fig. fi Nos. 1, 21 found in this 

room have very prominent curvature and the horizontal section at 

bottom is circular in plan. Since the circle has one centre and one 

ratlins, these pieces form part of a circular construction. The plan 

of the room and the nature of fragments both lead to the conclusion 

that the surmounting structure was a circular dome. This conclusion 

is further aflirmed by the fact that the resultant circle from the radii 

of these pieces rests on the Four walls at their mid-length. 

The larger room in the eastern block is rectangular in plan, the 

sides measuring 7.51 m. X 3.91 m. The fragments discovered with¬ 

in this room may be divided into two groups from the point of view 

of their geometry. To the first group belong those pieces (Fig. i\ 

Nos. 3. 5, 6} which have one radius and one centre. The fragment 

of the second group (Fig. 6. No. 1) has two centres and two radii. 

The surmounting structure or which the latter formed part is there¬ 

fore elliptical in shape. The fragment (Fig. I>, No. 1) having two 

radii and two centres seems to be the piece at the junction of the 

major and minor arcs of the ellipse. 

Determination of the Height oj Domes (Sikharas) 

An attempt lias been made in figure 7 to determine the approxi¬ 

mate heights of the domes (Aikharas) in the eastern block. For rhis 

purpose an intensive survey of the available fragments of the domes 

was carried out. The mean thickness of the bricks is 5.35 cut. and 
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dliit of the mortar between two courses is 4.K2 cms. The combined 

mean thickness nf brick and mortar is 5.118 cuu. Hie mean depth of 

the offset in the corbelled courses is 3.81 ems, J lie major and minor 

ladii of curvatures uf the fragments available In room iiR—2 (rectan- 

«ubr in plant are 5TM m. and 1.27 m. respectively. It has already 

been discussed why a surmounting curved structure should have been 

elliptical in shape. With Mil Esefp of these two radii, ellipse was 

dntwn in room hk 2; cooceritrie rings were drawn within 

ellipse from the three centres uf the outermost ellipse 

representing the mean depth ol offsets of the corbelling courses, 

1 his produced 7! omeemric r ings corresponding to the 71 courses uf 

the corbels. Allowance was also made for the eye opening oi the 

domical structure at its apex. 

Ike total height ol the surmounting structure, therefore, can be 

mathematically determined in the following manner: 

Assuming the total number of mortar courses=n' and the mean 

thickness of mortar in each course=Z, the thickness of the mortar used 

would tie n')<Z— (M)-(i). 

Similarly assuming the total number of brick, courses as n" and 

ihe mean thickness oi a brick as Y ihe total thickness of brick courses 

would be n"vy=<R)—-rii). Therefore. M-j-Bi=u'xZ^n"xY. 
i.e. the total height of the surmounting structure — (H)-(iu), 

\ccovding to the above formulae we get the total height nl the 

el I i plica 1 surmounting structure over ER—2 n,s 7.2-1 m. 

ffright for Circular Dame: 

Similarly the maximum radius of curvature For the circular dome 

in plan, over from ER-1 is 2.48 metres. The basis for determining 

iHe circular nature of the dome has been explained earlier. 

\\ ithirt Hie circle of the maximum radius of curvature, concen¬ 

tric circles were drawn representing the offset courses of corbels on 

ihe basis of ihe mean depth of die offsets. This yielded fi| concentric 
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circles. With the method described in connection with the calcula- 

Linn o[ the height of the surmounting structure over the room No 

ER—2. the height ot the dome over room ER—I was determined as 

6.22 m. 

Placing of the fragments: 

Having arrived at the height ol the domical surmounting struc¬ 

tures on Room No ER—I and ER—2. the next task was to find out 

(lit- actual [daces the fragments occupied in (fie surmounting struc¬ 

tures over the two rooms, ihe placing of these fragments would 

ultimately determine the precise form of the actual domes. 

Figure S illustrate* the placing of the fragments on plan of ER—I 

and ER—2, and also the place they occupied in the section of the sur¬ 

mounting structure. 

The reasons for inferring a circular dome as the Mtrinountiitg 

structure over Room No. ER—1 have been recorded earlier. The 

two available fragments 1 and 2, were placed against the concentric 

rings drawn mi the basis of mean depth ot the offsets. 

* 

Similarly, the four fragments from Room No. ER-2 marked as ,1. 

I, 5 and It on plan, were placed against the concentric rings drawn 

within the ellipse, on die basis of the mean depths of the offsets. Ot 

the lour fragments selected for purposes of resioration, three of them, 

i.e. 3. 5, and li have radii which indicated that they wi re to Ik* placed 

within the major arc ot ellipse. Only Fragment 4 had two radii, 

related to those ol the major and minor arcs of the ellipse. Evidently 

this fragment was to he placed ;it the junction of two arcs—minor and 

major arcs ol ellipse. Wilh the help of the radii of curvaltires of each 

piece, the respective positions of all these Four fragments were deter¬ 

mined on the plan. 

Fig. 6 illustrates the horizontal and vertical sections of the frag¬ 

ments cut along most informatory places. The difference of inner and 

outer radii of curvatures of the horizontal sections of the fragments 
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nos. 3. 4. 5 and 6 indicate the respective thickness of vertical sections 

rd the fragments at their respective bottom and lop. The thicknesses 

of vertical sections of fragment No. 3 at the bottom and at the top are 

0.53 m and 0.5S m respectively: that of No. 4, 0.50 m anrl 0.48 m; 

i fiat ot No. 5, 0-48 and at both the ends, while that of No. 6 45 m 

and .43 m respectively. From the studies, it is dear that there is 

gradual reduction in the thickness of the seriiuns at tht two ends ie 

the upper and the lower of each fragment, and also the reduction is 

greater in tlie case of No. 3, which shows that this fragment is a part 

of the lower portion of the surmounting structure. Similarly, it can 

be inferred that Nus. 4. 5 and 6 arc in the ascending order, and that 

there is not much gap in the actual positions which they occupied 

From the nature of their haunches nos. 5 at.d 6 seem to represent close 

proximity. It is also to be nbsen ed that the haunches gradually widen 

towards the top nl surmounting structure. 

The level of the fragment at its respective position in the sur¬ 

mounting structure is governed by the horizontal distance of the frag¬ 

ment from the outermost ring, in addition to the thickness of the 

mortar of the brick courses indicated within that distance. The 

level of the bottom of the fragment will thus be equal to the courses 

of bucks multiplied by their mean thickness together with the mean 

thickness of the intervening mortar. The inclination, as it has 

already been indicated, will be represented by the difference between 

the radii ol curvatures of bottom and top of the fragment on the plan 

Accordingly, fragments 3. 4. 5 and 6 were placed in their respective 

positions with their respective inclination towards the vertical axis 

nl symmetry. The placing of these fragments restored the shape of 

the surmounting structure over Room No. FR-2. Tim topmost 

part and the eye opening are conjectural but the conjecture is based 

mi the tendency nl the inclination of the fragments and the necessary' 
requirements of the eye opening. The base of this portion has been 

restored on the basis of evidence of fragments from Room No. ER-] 

flic emergent profile of this surmounting structure reveals cer¬ 

tain turning points or curvatures in the section which ii, iheir totality 

provide a foliated appearance. It appears that this surmounting 

structure had five foliations bmli on the inner and outer surfaces, and 
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;i number ut lnni70nt.1l haunches on the inner surface of the crown¬ 

ing part. 

Restoration of Dome (Sikhara) over Room No. ER-5: 

Only two fragments, nos. t and 2. are available in Room No. 

EK-S, but they proved invaluable for purposes of restoration, I he 

principles ol restoration have already been discussed in connection 

with Room No. ERL'. Attention may now be invited to fragment 

no. 1 in Fig. 6. This fragment is extremely interesting 

because its three sidcs-inner. outer and base-arc fully preserved. 

From (he position in 1 lie plan it was evident dial it was basal I lag 

,uent ut surmounting structure which, as explained earlier, was cir 

tular in plan. According to ilic evidence of the fragment, the sur¬ 

mounting struct lire was vertical at its base at the outer side up to a 

height of 13.2 cms. representing an edge beam circular in plan at 

the base of the dome. The inner surface and the outer one above 

the vertical part had inclinations as in die surmounting structure over 

Room No. ER-2. The difference between the thickness at the top of 

this fragment and the bottom of fragment 2. is 2.0 cms.. which shows 

their close proximity. These two pieces were therefore restored 

against die height according to the principles discussed above. The 

restoration reveals foliated inner and outer prohlc like the dome 

(Sikhara) over Room No. F.R-2. It was only natural to assume that 

die contiguous surmounting structures over the three rooms of 

Eastern Block would have a symmetrical dome and a symmetrical 

body. The restoration of the Sikhara or the dome over Room No. 

ER-1 ss based on a proportionate reduction of the dome or Sikhara 

over Room No. ER-2. 

Since the width of Room Nos. ER 1 and ER-3 is the same, the 

height of the dome and the profile of dome on Room No. ER-3 have 

been conjecturally restored on the principle of symmetry. 

The most significaiiT conic us ion emerging from this restoration 

is die Sikhnra-like shape of the surmounting structure. This estab 

lishes that the sikhara which is so closely associated with majority of 
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Hindu temples, had ahead} evolved iu its tvpii.d curvilinear north 

Indian characteristic in the ist-2nd century A.D., and that It was a 

popular roofing device on secular structure-like palaces of kings. 

EVIDENCE OF INDIAN INSCRIPTIONS AND LITERATURE 

Ue get rascriptional as well as literal v evidence of lowers as 

constituents of buildings in the early centuries of the Christian Era. 

Mil- Hathigumpha inscription of Kharavela (1st Century A.D.j' 

throws interesting light on ihe plan of the city of Kalihga. In this 

connect ion mention is made of Siliara (tower) in addition to Copula 

(gate-house). Pakara (wall), Nivesana (residential buildings). TadSga 

(fank). I A ana (garden). Raja nivasa Mahavijaya-pusada (the royal 

residence, the Great Victory palace), Vtthl (road), Catara (square), 

and Palik)tit (gate hut ). Fhe record tif the 12ih year tuts the terms 

Vitlti, Catara, Palikha, Copuva and Sahara in plural forms (Vithi- 

caiara. Palikliani Crojniiuhi Siharan i). I lie expression 'Nivesana- 

sihiita' also occurs in the same record10. From this it is quite dear 

that towers were constructed in residential buildings (tiivesana) 

also. 

In the cbaptei dealing with the construction rtf forts, Kautilya 

in his Vriltasastra refers to ' l onn.iasinih i,e. the nest of the arch.11 

It lias been conceived to be the part above the frame of the gare.1- 

\f cording to P. K. A chary a. it is employed both as an architectural 

member as well a> an ornament to buildings.13 

The Miliudapaiiha, a non-canonical Pali text of Buddhism, of 

which Books f to III were translated into Chinese between AD. 317- 

*2h. gives a picturesque description of SSgala. the capital of Milinda 

who has been identified with the I ido-Grcck king Mcnarider 

Here we find allusion to Gopitm-torana.14 It lias been suggested b> 

Barua tlutl where Gopurn i' employed in the sense ol gate-house or 

gate-tower. Toratta in the sense ol gate or gate-way is implied there.1'* 

In Hie same context we get the expression himitgirisikhara- 

Siihka5.3-vata-hhavana, in the Milindapanha which literally means 
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magnificent buildings resembling I he peaks ot E lie Himalayas. '' 

This gives not only (he idea of height bill also (bat of broad resem¬ 

blance in shape and the latter can be postulated only in respect ol 

buildings having towers (Sikharas). This conclusion is further 

strengthened by the inscriptlonal evidence of buildings having towers, 

noticed above. 

The Mandasor inscription (436 A. D, and 473 A. D.) of 

Bandhu vartnan17 reads; 

Kaliaiatu hgasikhara pratiman i 

Cany any abhanti dirghavalabhini savedikiini. 

Here also (he high mansions ol (In: city of Dusapura arc conceived as 

resembling die Sikhara (peak) of Kailasa. 

In the Ahgavijja16 a <ext breathing the atmosphere of the Kiisana 

Age we find Nakuda as part of building along with many others, such 

as Knitaka, Kadikatoratia, Toraiut. CopuraT etc. Here in the light 

of the meaning of Kuia given in the Amarakosa1'1 the Prakrit fot in 

Nakuda appears to stand for tower, Kuia. sikhaia and SJhga are 

given in it as synonyms. 

The Ram ay ana50 ol Vabniki (not later than the early centuries 

oi the Christian Era) alludes to the construction of high domes over 

the royal buildings of Ayodhya. Kuta is the term used for dome in 

ibis texL also. 

ORIGIN OF SIK.HARA 

The origin-1 of Sikhara has been one of the most disputed points 

of Indian architecture. It has variously been traced to the stupa, a 

wooden processional car, the primitive type of bamboo construction, 

a figuration of the mu kuta, the towering head-dress of Visnu or tn 

the continuous attempt at 'the piling up of many superimposed 

storeys or roofs much compressed* ” The Sikhara is found to have 

acquired prominence in Hindu temple architecture from the Gupta 

F. 5 
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period-1 onwards. According to Zimmer, it was in Lhe late Gupta 

period that the Stkhara (the North Indian spire) began to appear in 
temples. 

In course of time the curvilinear Sikbara became common in 

Hindu temples throughout four-fifth of India with temples of this 

variety found as far south as the Timgabhadra.-' It has been sur¬ 

mised that die sikhara or spire is literally meant to point to God, to 

be the very embodiment of that magic axis that pillars apart heaven 

and earth and is variously symbolised by mountain, tree, or the Uni¬ 
versal Man, Purusa/38 

But the term Sikhara meaning literally the 'mountain-peak ' appears 

to have originally been used in relation to secular architecture which 

is clear from the ep(graphic and literary evidence. Now the use of 

sikhni.t dev ice in die palace excavated at Kausambi belonging to the 

Kausana period establishes beyond doubt that it was with secular 

architecture that as an architectural member it was associated for the 

first time. Later on, the device was introduced in temple architec¬ 
ture, adapted to appropriate symbolism. 

CONCLUSION 

I lie results of the study of the architecture of the Kusana Palace 
may he summed up as follows; 

(I) The Kusana architecture was a hybrid architecture making 

indiscriminate use of stout blocks of different shapes and sizes, and 
brickbats. 

(Ilf It was extremely massive and imposing. The width of the 

walls ami the lowers enables us to envisage structures of considerable 
height. 

(Ill) New Ideas and concepts of architecture were introduced in 

India, especially the true arches of various types. 
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(IV) The builders had the knowledge of the geometry of arches 

and the deficiency in construction is due to the use of defective 

ma to rial. This phenomenon also characterises the contemporary 

arches In Afghanistan and U.5.S.R., from territories closely associated 

with the Kusanas in these two countries. 

(V) The discovery of true arches in the Kuwait a Palace puts in 

proper perspective the extant specimens in the brick temple of Rhi- 

taragaon3* and the monuments of Mirpur Khas.iT 

(VI) The use of the corbelling technique on a large scale in the 

domical structures testifies to the continuity of the Indian tradition 

of architecture, which is corroborated by the lack of variation in the 

cementing material used as mortar and plaster along with their consti¬ 

tuents from the undressed stage of the Palace to its last phase in the 

Kusaua period. 

(VII) Under the impetus and the new ideas of architecture pro¬ 

vided by the Kusanas, the Indian craftsmen rose to the occasion and 

evolved the typical curvilinear North Indian Sikhara which later on 

was adopted on a large scale for the religious buildings. 

(VIII) The existence of Sikhara in this period is further con- 

finned by the inscriptional and literary data. 

v 
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APPENDIX I 

EXAMINATION OF SPECIMENS OF PLASTER, MORTAR 

AND FLOORING MATERIAL FROM KAUSAMBI 

{Repurt from Dr. B. B, Lai, Archaeological Chemist, 

Archaeological Survey of India) 

Thirty two specimens comprising mortar, floor material, plaster 

and flush pointing material were received from KausambT excavation 

lor scientific examination and chemical analysis, All these specimens 

have been examined in detail and subjected to quantitative chemical 

analysis. The results of chemical analysis are shown in the attached 

table. 

From tbe chemical analysis it is seen that most of these specimens 

contain a fairly large proportion of lime and high proportion of 

carbon dioxide. The soluble portion was separated from the insolu¬ 

ble portion by treatment with dilute hydrochloric add in the culd. 

The insoluble residue has been found to contain clay, coarse and fine 

sand and a considerable proportion of gravel, brick dust, brick frag¬ 

ments and in a few cases fragments of rock. Carbon dioxide has 

been determined in all cases and it is seen chat the proportion of 

carbon dioxide is well above 10% in twenty one specimens whereas 

carbon dioxide ranging from 1,3(5% to 5,6 %. Only three speci¬ 

mens described by tile excavator as Hoor material has been loti ml to 

be free From carbon dioxide, although a small proportion of lime is 

found to be present in these three specimens also. 

The results of chemical analysis show that three specimens (Sr. 

Nos, ID, 12 and If) are completely free from carbon dioxide and 

contain only 1.27 to 1.66 percent lime and 0,2*1 to 0.33 percent 

magnesia. These are therefore composed of mud. 

Treatment of the specimens with hydrochloric acid has resulted 

in dissolution of calcium carbonate and the residue left behind has 

been examined in ail cases. As already described most of the speci- 
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mens of residue have been found to be composed uf day, coarse and 

fine sand, grave!, brick dust, and brick fragments but there is no 

evidence for the use of "Surlthi" except in the $p. No, 14 which has 

been described as floor material. There is no doubt, however, that 

brick dust and coarser brick fragments are present in the insoluble 

portion of several specimens. 

From the above it is observed that mortar containing consider¬ 

able proportion of lime lias been used in the palace. Good lime 

mortar containing 3 considerable proportion of lime in the ratio of 

I : 3 or 1 :4 (1 part of lime to 3 parts of sand, 1 part of lime to 4 

parts uf sand has been used in many cases but weak lime mortar con¬ 

taining liiue and sand in the ratio of about I : S has been used m 

several' cases. The floor material has generally been found to be 

deficient in lime, but specimens of plaster and mortar have been 

found to be composed of lime and sand in the ratio of l : 3 to l : 12. 

The material from flush pointing has been found to contain 40,60% 

lime which is the highest in all the specimens examined above. It 

contains 30.12% carbon dioxide. It is therefore Fat lime containing 

about 20% sand. The lime sand ratio in this case is therefore 4:1. 

Although one specimen has been described as floor material 

containing “Surkhi”, No. 13, yet it Is a doubtful case of surkhi and 

some more specimens or this type have to be examined before the use 

of surkhi can be confirmed. It is probable that finer brick dust 

found its way into this floor material accidentally and il is probable 

that the craftsmen of the time were not fully conversant with the 

use of Surkhi nr the hydraulic properties of lime obtained by burn¬ 

ing calcareous material containing a sizable proportion of clay. 
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ANALYSIS OF SPECIMENS OF PLASTER 

Natu re 
of 

specimen 

Chemical 

i 
VJ 

Specimen Nk>, Description nf Specimen 

Insoluble 14.0, 
in HO. 1 

t a 
3 4 S fl 

1 M/l KSB XV 

2 M/2 pi 

3 M/2 ii 

4 M/S Jl 

5 M/2 rp- 

0 M /3 ¥3 

7 M/2 1* 
£ M/3 HP 
0 M/4 IP 

10 F/2 *? 

LI P/3 11 
12 F/3 *1 
13 m 
14 F/6 hi 

13 F/7 HP 

10 F/S Pi 
17 F/M ll 

ia MM .. 6i 

10 M/1 ,. 02 
30 M/a „ 02 

si M/4 02 
22 M/6 ..02 

n ~~ M/IO ..02 

24 P/6 «« 
SB P/ID .. <12 
2fi F/F-4 ,. 0-3 

27 F/ft.02 

IS F/7-fft 
39 F/S-M2 
30 F/9-62 
31 F/lOvffl 

Mortar from the Foundation nf un¬ 
dressed Stone waU trench T'3 

I-rcim dreased Stone Willi rrCnrh T» 

Fpjm the fuuiHlndtm of circular Etont 
tower on N, E* Corner Tr. 43 

From circular iron* U^tr Mn N. E. 
comer Tr, 41 

Fr^m t he fniuidition of c ircular stone 
Tower on NW comer Tr, A2 

From the foundation of main e.i-n 
return wdETr. U4 

Fr-'ila rhe ^esrerq ret urn ts-_i.II Tr. A.r- 
Fiam the main .i-.ecuki waj| Tr. tJ3 
From tJu Foundation of fectart gufi r 

stone tower Tr. 03 
Trench S3 

Trench—V~* 

Trench— N3 
Trench—Q0 
Trench ^N4 
Trench—S3 
Trench—\I4 
Trend) —V4 
Fmtn the foundation of undreflaed 

atone wall Tr, WA-41 
From undressed stone wall WA-42 
Fn-im the fnundtrLon of dressed scoru- 

waD Tr. WB-42 
Horn sc one drain Tr. F-44 
Frrrfifc Southern wnlj of Western 

Block Tr. C 12 (O 44 ?) 
Material used in (he Mortar of arebca 

Tr. Q 42 
cxxm-exx.iv v Tr. R-42 

LXXXIV-LXXXV-^ Tr.M-13 
Slone d rain Tr. 44 

CXX3 CXXlLTt. Mn 

I XXDTLXXX Tr. I-40 
XOX-C Tr, CM2 
XLVJ7-XLVUI Tr. G-42 
CVIH-CIX Tr.F-42 

Mortar 

Floor 
mneqdiJ 

do. 
do. 
do- 
do. 
do, 
do. 
do. 

Motts? 

67*00 

03*^0 
34 42 

40*4*1 

32-30 

74 40 

57*70 
61 40 
53*S« 

W-W 

76*13 
95’flS 
77-S7 
*U TJ 
Sl4h 
fia *IS 
sa-7s 
64*10 

3+77 

2* 42 
l -42 

5*50 

3-9S 

3" <J5 

3- B0 
4 
4 00 

2 43 

2*40 
1*38 

*22 
I *36 
3 10 
4*04 
#?« 
4- 30 

do. 56-04 n -LMi 
do. 46 00 f4S 

do. 47 40 0 'SO 
tkiH fifl.M %*m 

dfr. 50-70 7-*N? 

Plamcr 41-32 7*10 
do- 53 06 5’ "0 

MareriaJ 17 -.12 ti-fkj 
used in 
flush 

pointing 
Material S3 20 2-00 
used In 
flour 
do+ Hfl-flO 3T4) 
do. 03*20 3-04 
do. 79 OB 2 00 
do* 6034 6-82 
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ETC FEUJM KALJSaMBJ 

Anzly&is, 

Iwbnn diniidc 
determkDjtdoQ <Tnn Mgo Loss on 

ignition 
H*G Alkalies by 

diflkfleoc* 

C 

Total 

7 8 0 in 11 13 13 

13-22 -80 12-P2 a^oo 0-49 160-00 11-01 

*i*S4 -3a 14'W 1-5* e-4n lOO’OO lfl*44 
■21 72 -30 24-54 ' 9 0n 61 100-09 15*41 

25*76 uuces 8*9B — L0 33 100 00 16 00 

10 10 da, n-71 — 6*94 im oo N64 

ii-«5 do. 4-07 — 5-73 ion-on 8-32 

U*05 do. io -m _ 12*155 100-00 10-72 
23*43 dor U 10 3*51 100 KMl 17-18 
22-33 do. ir. so —- 3 01 100 00 16.88 

1-J7 *26 — — 4*05 100-60 — 

10-13 30 __ _ in-59 100-60 5 
i 31 -24 — —^ 3-13 lOO'-UO 
y*92 -4& -— — a 41 109 on 5*52 
1 00 -33 — -r 4-90 106-0Q __ 

2-Hi 3-74 17-in 5 51 ]<KM» 212 
3-59 -SI 6*1*5 15-84 1*4] roo -no 3>08 

22-20 -Sft 19-70 30*90 O'84 ioo-no lfi-24 
22*40 1*00 17-43 m* m 0-66 106-Oo 17*60 

L8-4S 1 *18 iR-m 39-00 2-35 160-00 13-76 
24-30 J-10 21 10 52*80 4-no l oo-oo 13-34 

22-61 turn 912 ,_ 14-07 106'O0 1450 
18-40 do.. 9-42 — 4-96 100-00 12 4d 

19-04 do- 10*12 — 13*14 1P0 -00 14*93 

22*06 4o+ 7 04 — 17 99 100 00 15 43 
23*52 do- SI 82 — 7*30 160 *P0 un 

do. 32fcfi2 — i<e 169-00 30-12 

4*37 1-04 r>-oi —- 3*78 I0QH9W 3 B3 

3-48 0-72 3*11 _ 3-79 100-00 1-3B 
0*18 0*06 5-77 — —f 160-00 4 -4~ 
7-70 0:0 .1*17 —* 603 HO 09 5 43 

17-70 1 Bit 8 05 163*19 13-82 

(B. B LAL) 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL CHEMIST IN INDIA 

DEI IRA DUN 
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THE £ A KA- K V SAN AS IN THE CENTRAL GANG A VALLEY 

(Mainly a Review of New Data from Kauiauibi) 
* 

Mr. RosenflcUfs hope that the materials obtained by the Allah¬ 
abad University from its excavations at Karisimbi will make it possible 
to judge more accurately the controversial issue of the eastward expan¬ 
sion of the KnSana Empire1 has been justified in as much as there now 
exists an almost conclusive case for postulating Kusana sovereignty in 
tlie middle Gahgi regions. The direct epigraphic record of the 
K.asanas, is augmented and the foreign impact on the Gahgi Culture in 
the early centuries A.D. is revealed to be so impressive that the argu¬ 
ment for minimising the historical importance of the inscriptions! and 
numismatic documentations no longer appears formidable. 

Kusana study at Kausamhl inevitably involves the Sakas or Saka- 
Pahlavas. The evidence is. in fact, very largely a mixed one, pointing 
to a voluminous influx of SakrParthian and Kusana elements Eroiu the 
west in the early centuries A.D. The stratigraphy suggests appreciable 
pre-Kusana Saka-Parthian contacts, but soon the Kusanas appear on tlie 
scene, perhaps marching along the routes opened up by their prede¬ 
cessors, and under their aegis the composite Saka-Parthian-Kusana 
tradition flourishes vigorously in the Gnngetic valley. The striking 
extent it now acquires in the east cannot hut be taken to reflect poll li¬ 
ra! domination of the Kusanas, themselves largely the bearers of the 
antecedent mixed culture of the north-west. 

Inscriptions 

The identifiable Kusana e pi graphic records at Karisimbi belong 
to Katiiska. To the previously known inscription of the great emperor 
at this site,5 incised at tlie word of Biiddhamitra. the excavations have 

4$ 
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added one which definitely bears his name but in which the date is now 

lost. Another new inscription, due to the piety of the same learned 

and familiar nun, can be ascribed to his reign with plausibility, though 

the king's name in it is not preserved. 

The lint epigraph, already briefly noticed,11 reads : 

1. Maharajas a Kan (ij ska........___ 5 (?) 

Bodhisattvam prat . 

2. yati bliikhuni Uuddhamilni (Lreptika Bhagavajto 

Budhasa caihkkam (e) PI. XIX—A 

The inscription is, like its companion document of the year 2 of 

Kaniska. engraved on the base t>r a Mathura (Karri) red sand-stone 

Bodhiaattva image. This feature it shares with the other record which 

also commemorates the religious act of Ruddhaniitrn. 

1. Maharajasya...6 He 3.. 

2. Ituddhainitiaye bhiksuniye trepifikaye 

Rodh (i) sattv (o) (p) rati (sdia) 

3. pito Bhagavaio Uuddhasya ca(ih)krame 

PI. XIX—B 

The king's name is missing in the inscription, the stone having 

peeled off at the critical place, but from the style of the sculpture, the 

Mathura stone, the manner of dating and the mention nf Buddhamitra 

it can safely be inferred to he a Kusarta document. The date in it was 

apparently specified in accordance with the usual Kusana system of 

giwng the year followed by the month of the season and the day. 

Obviously ihe symbol resembling the Brahruf letter ja (E of the Roman 

alpl label) in the first line, just before the mention of He manta (He), 

stands for the year. To avoid misunderstanding it may he stated 

at die beginning that the vertical stroke connecting the three hori¬ 

zontal ones in the symbol is unmistakably deliberate, so that the 

temptation to read it as 3 must be restrained. An almost exact cor¬ 

respondence can be traced between this symbol and the one decipher¬ 

ed as 8 by Biihlcr in the first line of an inscription at Mathura.1 

Subsequently the reading was corrected into 6 which appears quite 
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plausible in view of the common Kusana form of that numeral. 1 lie 

present symbol may also therefore be taken to be the figure for 6. 

If there was a decimal figure before it, the king mentioned in the 

epigraph may have been Vasiska or Huviska. As, however, the 

lacuna between syo (in Maharajasya) and the /a like symbol does not 

appear sufficient for accommodating a decimal figure besides the 

kings name, the date in all probability is die year 6 and the inscrip¬ 

tion may be ascribed to Kaniska (l) to whose reign the year belongs. 

The association of lluddhatnitra. can also be taken as pointing to dial 

monarch rather than to a successor of bis.'1 
1 

Ruddharaitra installed Bodhlsattvas at tUuSTunbl on at least two 

, different occasions, in die year 2. if the be the correct date of the 

"Kausambi (Allahabad Museum) record,1 and die year fi. I be pre* 

senl inscription was recovered from the ruins of the Ghositamma 

monastery. the traditional abode of Buddha in the city. It is possible 

that the other image was also set up in the same monastic establish¬ 

ment which was undoubtedly a leading Buddhist centre of northern 

India. 

Another valuable Kusana find from Kausailtbl in a sealing of 

. Kaniska, The sealing, the only one of the Kusana kings known so 

" far is ‘rectangular in shape with a lug to one side. The impressions 

of the double threads in the lug clearly indicate that the sealing was 

affixed in some royal document. The finger-prints on the back of the 

sealing arc rjuitc clear. ! he legend leads. 

L (M)aharajasya rapid 

2. rajasya devaputrasya 

3. Kaniskasya piayo a 

4. ga*- 

The sealing has a symbol or monogram in the lower right hand 

corner. The form of sa at all the four places where it occurs is 

looped. The manner of joining ya to other letters is also Magha. 

These features might make it templing to associate the sealing not 

with Kaniska (!) but with a later prince of that name, and this possi- 
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blIlty h*s of COurse to bc kept in view. Bur the preceding inscription 

take's hack the antiquity of at least looped fa to the time of Kaniska 

(1) and stratigraphy also seems to point to him rather than to a sub¬ 

sequent potentate. It may be added that writing on seals etc. is 

generally somewhat more advanced than in inscriptions on stone 
winch have a tendency to retain archaic forms for a longer time. 

Till date Kausambl has yielded as many as four Kusaria inscrip¬ 

tions, including the inscriptions and sealing mentioned here. The 

repertory of ‘foreign inscriptions is further expanded by the disco¬ 

very of votive records of Saka donors, mainly from the ruins of 

Ghositarama. One fragmentary epigraph, now containing only the 

letters (sa) ka (keP) na Sa ka.1' appears io be (he record of the religious 

gift ul a person of Saka nationality who was a lay devotee (upasaka) 

of Buddhism. Alter na t i vely.—sa kana inaj have been his personal 

name. A better preserv ed inscription incised on the top edge of a 
dhannacakra stone plaque.1" reads r— 

1. Symbol. Upasakasa Nadikasa Saka La(i?)yakasa matu 
Mitrla. 

The name Layaka of Mitrlas son recalls the well-known Scythic 

name Liaka of the western epigraphs.” Whether Nadika is the title 

or office (or the home-place) of Lay aka, or the name of a brother of 

his, the cryptic language of the inscription makes it hard to say. The 

script of the record is clearly Rralimi of the early Kusana epoch. 

I he inscription was recovered from inside a stupa together with 

ashes deposited in an earthen pot. Connected with h by stratigraphy 

was an important document, an aySgapatta, which conclusively settled 

the question of the identification of Kausambi by giving die name of 

Ghositarama. The writing on the patta, which was discovered on 

the floor above the ruins of the stupa containing the Mitrla slab, 
reads13:— 

I. llhayajhtasa Dharasa amtevasisa bhikhusa Phagalasa 

Rudhfivasc Ciliositaramc sava—Riidhanain pujaye si la kar.. 

Two Kausambi inscriptions invoking the authority of king 

Rhadmmagha and mentioning the religious act or Juvasaka and 

L'jhaka, the son of Khunuka, are already before scholars.” Juvasaka 
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at least was perhaps a saka. OE about the same lime is a puzzling 

record commemorating l her installation of an [mage of Sakyainuni 

Buddha by Naka, the son of Hasthika.1* Like Khunub and Ujhaka. 

these names appear to be Scytbic, Hasthika being comparable to 

Hastltuna of the kharasthi inscriptions*1* but the point is of course 

not beyond doubt. Doubtful also is the nationality of persons like 

Bhapotika,1'1 whose sealings are known at Kausambl and whose names 

have an exotic ring. 

None of these inscriptions am! scalings belongs to a stratigraphic 

horizon earlier than S. P. V of KSBI-EH which is the period of the 

beginning of Kiisana antiquities. Their palaeography, suiting the 

Kujtija-Magha date, calls for no special comment. 

The presence of I min Scythians in die other areas of the Gahga 

Valley is attested by such epigraphs as the one mentioning the Jiaka 

donor Pharagula at Ahicchalra.17 Names like Sivasaka and Saka 

occur in the Brahmi inscriptions troui liandhogarh, possibly the ori¬ 

ginal seat of the Maghas of Kausambi, edited b\ Dr, N.P. Chakra- 

varth1* Older excavations at Bliita* Saliet-Mabel and other places 

present on sealings names which may have been borne by Saka- 

Parthians.1* On tlic southern I rentier of Madhyadesa, a Saka resi¬ 

dent nr visitor of Tripttrl* Vithuda Saka, has left a seal belonging to 

the 2nd century A.D.S0 Fleet’s postulation of a Parthian origin 

for king Sisupala of an early Ghazipur Tecoril is. however, highly 

problematical.31 Besides Kaihska the only undoubted Saka-Kusanas 

of the ruling status mentioned in the east seem to be the Mahaksatrapa 

Kbarapallana and the Ksatrapa Vanaspara. the Great Queen Pra- 

bhudama of two Vaisali seals and the Great Queen Murupdasvamim, 

the mother of the Uccakalpa ruler SaTWamtha. 

It is true that all the eastern inscriptions with Kaniska's name 

are on images of the Mathura (Karri) red stand stone, and they were 

perhaps fashioned in the Mathura studios, h may also be conceded 

as probable that their donors were not residents of any of the places 

of dedication hut pilgrims from Mathura, But in arguing from this, 

with ] Ph. Vogel,** that the data are only sufficient to 'prove that the 

donors belonged to the territory of Kaihska and not that the territory 
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ivas under Kanaka,'2" do we not adopt an over-cautious approach to 

the evidence ? Pilgrims to holy centres could no doubt import images 

for installation from any pan—and the more influential of them would 

naturally be eager to bring in products of the Mathura art if ‘eastern 

India lacked an art of its own'- but that they had the liberty of setting 

up even private records ol dona) ion mentioning their own kings as the 

ruling i non arch s in the territory ol others, without any allusion what¬ 

ever to the independent local chiefs, can only be accepted when such 

liberty has been positively demonstrated, which has nor been done. 

To ask that injunction be cited 'against the people in general, banning 

the use of dates of their own choice on their records’24 is to put the 

cart before the horse. It is not merely the question of private persons 

using dates of their own choice’’ it is the question of the actual men¬ 

tion of Kaniska as the current sovereign in connection with events at 

Samath. sravasTi and Kan iambi. Though later Kaniska's regnal 

dating did become an era, it could not have been regarded as a custo¬ 

mary saiiivat. to be used freely anywhere without offence to anyone's 

prestige or independence, so early as the year ff. For argument it may 

be agreed that if an image is brought from Mathura, inscription and 

all. it may be allowed to be set up, in order to avoid waste, even if it 

mentions the sovereign of Mathura and not the local potentate, but 

one tan hardly imagine courtesy being carried to this extent if the 

record ol dedication on the image is incised locally in the eastern centre. 

It would be almost certain to be sternly disallowed as a deliberate 

defiance of the local ruler’s sovereignty; one would suppose that the 

scribes and monks of Kausambl would be reluctant to co-operate. 

That the inscriptions on the Kaniska images were locally engraved 

may not Ire doubted, as Lhey give not only the years and seasons, but 

the actual days2" of consecration which could scarcely be exactly anti¬ 

cipated at distant Mathura .in those remote days of difficult and in¬ 

secure travel conditions. Nor dm the days have any particular ritual 

significance to enable us to entertain the hypothesis of deliberate 

antecedent selection. 

Now that inscriptions are known commemorating occasions 

widely separated in time, the view that Kaniska was mentioned in 

them without actually having exercised jurisdiction over I lie east is 

more difficult to uphold. Kuyana government, or at least Kusaiui 
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sovereignty, seems to be implied in these retards. In relation to 

kanisku. il not to his descendants, scepticism appears in be uncalled 

for* 

Coins 

Saka-Pahlavu coins are conspicuous by their absence in the mass 

o( antiquities uncart lied at Kauiambl. Surface finds arc of course 

known. A number of them have been supplied to the Allahabad 

University by Rai Bahadur H. M, Vyas and Shri J mesh war Das, 

eminent antiquarians of Allahabad. 1 he kings represented in the 

coins are Rajuvula (A/217)* HagamasaiK (A 62) and possibly Sodka 
under the legend-jiivulaputasa (A 214], On some issues fe.g, 

A 215. 216) only Khata' (a pari of Khatapa) can be read* 1 he pro¬ 

venance of some coins (c.g. A/5H Pur ) of the Western Ksatrapas of 

Malwa and Saurastra is not recorded* It is* however, to be noted 

that during its many seasons' diggings the Allahabad University has 

not come across even a single coin bearing a recognisable Sak;i name. 

The Kusana record is much more positive. Besides the considerable 

yield nf cxplorations-the Vyas and Das collections alone are sufficient 

indication—, the excavations have brought up a huge number of 

Kusfina pieces, all copper, struck in the name of Kaniyka, Huviska 

and Vasudeva,** They are not only isolated finds: some are from a 

mixed Kusaija-Magha hoard* Vasiska is still unrepresented while 

Vasudcva is represented by a single piece. 

No ' imitation* Kusapa coins, attested at Vine liatra.^ Mathura 

etc.™ were discovered in the excavations, though rheir minting ;u 

KausambI is possibly indicated by a piece ascribed by Dr. A. S. Altekar 

to a local Kudina governor of the dty** Other examples ot im.LiUion 

arc known- some can be seen with Shri Das. The excavations have 

not reported I he use of kusiina coins as amulets. - l he only olijcct 

of the possible category of amulet identified tn the excavations was a 

Romm, clay bulla “ paralleled by bullae from Simpalgarh. Rajgbai 

anti other places.11 It Is probably a local copy of Roman bullae. 

A unique cupjjer coin with 

Khamstlii script was acquired by 

F. 7 

the legend knsambi(yc) in the 

Rai Bahadur B. M. Vyas, City- 
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coins ul Kautembl with Brahmi legend have been published,-111 but 

none with legend in KharoslhT. I he piece must be regarded as a 

higlM significant memorial to Saka-Kiisana influence at Kausambi. 

Issues of the f iller Great Ktuanas .dsn do not figure in the 

present excavations; and if they were at all found previously, their 

number is certainly not large.10 The Kidarites (who, however, may 

have been Huns17) have a somewhat better representation, the occur¬ 

rence of their coins at RansamhT having been noticed before. A lew 

coins (c.g. A ‘Jit, 41} were recently obtained by the University from 

Sri Jiuesbwar Das who possesses more. Incidentally, Sri Das also 

supplied .1 coin of \polludotns which should be interesting so far 

east. We are stating on his authority and on that of Mr. Jagdish 

Tandnti. the young Allahabad collector, that more Itido-Greek coins 

are known at Kausambf. Sri Das has also a Parthian coin from the 
latter site. 

The wide prevalence of Rusana money in the whole of the 

central Gangetic tract is a matter of authentic record.** A note¬ 

worthy numismatic fact is the mention of Rusana coin moulds at 

Rltita by Marshall."-’ In recent excavations Kusinfi coins are report¬ 

ed from AhicchatTa, Vaisatt. Sohagaura. Mason and Atranjikhcra. 

At Kausambi they are entirely confined to S,P. V , and VI of RSlil—III. 

1 lie former is dated oil struLigraphical evidence C, 25—100 A.D., the 

latter C. 1 (10—175 A.D. The archaeological dates are now confirmed 

by C-1-1 detenu ilia! ion which gives for Road IV (S. P. IV) 115^100 

li.C. Most of the Mi era coins are From this Sub-Period. The 

RarlioCarbon date for Road V (S.P. V) is A.D, 50=fcl2D. Many of 

the Kusana coins and antiquities arc from die stratum of this road. 

The coins arc thus within ihe Rusana chronological horizons and the 

evidence ol these excavations at least lends no support to ihe con¬ 

clusion dial ‘mi coins nl the Kudinas were currem within first-second 

century A.D. in eastern U P., Bihar and Orissa, which means that 

the Ritsfuins had no hold over these regions.’411 In fact the KausamhT 

data which should be more pertinent for the history of the central 

Tanga area than the tenuous indications of Sisttpalagarhn or Vi rat 

garb,*1 look' like suggesting that Kusana money w as current in central 

and eastern U P. only during the actual period ol Rusana hegemony. 
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after which it was withdrawn or withdrew itself, being substituted by 

copies or indigenous money. Details ol the excavations at the other 

sites are awaited, but it is known that all of them place the Guyana 

coins in a remarkably uniform stratigraphic setting, none indicating 

a date later than 300 or 35tl A.1). ; Ahicehatra (C, HtO A.D.) 

Paialiputra (C. HH1—31M) A.D,)4*. Kunirahar (C. 100—300 A D.)1'. 

Viiisall fC 100-300 A.D. }w. Sohagaura. (Ayndhya. Paneida and 

Kusan.i. Period HSv«. Mason (Period Ill-C. I0!»-2tl0 Ad).)1' and 

Atranjikhera <C. 200 BCL^SOO A.D.).1’* Wlien the exact strati¬ 

graphy is explained, the Kausambl dating limiting KuxAna iiiunev to 

the strata of first-second century A.D. may well be confirmed. 

\lready, Mason seems to lie in line. 

The much emphasized numismatic argument of averages is scai- 

cely sufficient fur excluding die Kusattas from Kausambl and the 

ot I ter eastern sites. It more than twenty kings flourished in Nfatliuia, 

which the Kusanas certainly occupied in the earliest years of Kaniska 

if not before, between C. 200 B.C. {the usually accepted date ol the 

beginning of the post-Mnuryan Mathura toins) and the beginning of 

KtiSana sovereignty, there is no reason why the Ktisanas should be 

eliminated at Kausambl for accommodating practically the same 

number nf the so-called Mitra* kings and their few predecessors " 

At the other end, the two (or one and a halfi centuries between the 

withdrawal ul the Kusanas. possibly early in die Teign of Vasudeva. 

and the Gupta conquest in die middle of the 4th century A.D. is also 

adequate for the kings, about a dozen or assigned to this em, 

according to the Mathura averages, rite chronology of Kausambl 

is thus not seriously disarranged by the insertion of the Kusanas in 

it, as some have feared. 4 he numismatic situation in Paudda and 

Avodhya similarly cited as llw basis for keeping the Kusanas out, is 

actually easier, as the number of the post Muurya pre Gupta local' 

chiefs of these places, revealed bv coins and inscriptions, is smaller 

t han al Kau iambi-S1 

Tlu Kusaim intrusion at Kausanibi effected a break in the series 

of the Mitra coins. From this site at least it should not be argued 

that no such break is discernible in the local coinages of northern 

India which may be be due to the coming of the Kusanas.31 No one 

61876 
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acquainted with the coins of the later kings of Kaui&mbi like Neva, 

(lie Maglt.is and others will assign them to the same series as that of 

the Milras. Symbols like the arched hill, trec-in-railing and bull are 

of course common, but in fabric, weight, execution and lege nil the 

later issues arc so different from the earlier that they clearly form a 

separate category. A departure of this kind from the established 

tradition is probably to be explained by an interregnum nl extraneous 

niJe. It is also noteworthy that no later coins were found during 

the excavations in the same strata with the Miira' issues. The 

.Miira coins cease with S.I1, which lias also produced some 

Kusfma money from the concluding phase. But the coins nl Neva 

are attested only from the last phase of S f. VI onward while those of 

the Maglias are not noticed before S.P, VII. A numismatic gap 

Lctween the early Mina and the later dynasties is thus suggested by 

stratigraphy too. 

I he lamiliar conclusion of the Maghits having been the imme- 

diale successors of the Kusanas at Rau iambi*-1 ajqjears to be coittvo* 

verted by the testimony of coins and stratification. Dr. K, F\ Jayas* 

wills intuitive characterization of king Nava (or rather Neva) as the 

heroic Indian w ho ousted the Kusanas from eastern U. 1\ has some 

support in Kau&mhi archaeology,54 Neva was not a Naga, as Java* 

waJ though! hint to be, but he was also almost certainly nn( a Maghrib® 

The Hilda moulds referred to by Marshall" are not the only ones 

nl the Kuyaijas known O' the Allahabad (Kaus.inihi) region. The 

mould of a gold type ol Vima Kadpliises from Jhusi is being publish¬ 

ed by Sri R_ R. 1 lipalhi of the Allahabad Museum, who is also 

publishing a mould of Western ksairapa coins from the same site. 

The question if these moulds were meant for genuine coins (which 

however, is extremely unlikely in the case of the Western Rsatrapasi. 

imitation issues or forgeries is worth investigating.57 It is also 

possible that they were brought as curios or mementos from outside. 

Coin devices on seals are nl common occurrence,5* hut in such cases 

the accompanying legenrls arc lacking. 
* 

A now-heads 

Plausible in itself/'-1 Marshall's attribution of certain types of 
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arrow-heads to die I ndo-Greeks, saka-Kusanns and Hunas at Taxi to*'* 

receives some continuation from Kausambi. I he position in the 

city on the Jaiiiuna appears to be more compelling. as the exotic 

types are here limited to the strata of suggested foreign invasion or 

occupation. At Taxih, the types, once introduced, seem to have 

continued in the subsequent jseriods.*' being made and remade, but 

rhe same cannot be said of Rausarobf. Here the types are confined 

to periods of Indo-Greek. 5aka-K.u$aiia nr Huii.i invasion. 1 lie 

intervening periods of purely Indian rule, those of the Mitras, 

Maghas anti the Guptas, are devoid of them. It seems that the 

native communities did not favour the alien tradition in this respect. 

] lie Saka-Kusanas risen I the highly specialised, nod definitely 

intrusive. (liree-bladcd arrow-heads"- listed as type (J} tvith eight 

varieties.*3 A single piece belongs to S.1’, III. 14 (C. 255— 185 

B.C.)/1 It is probably a stray specimen used in the scige ol K.au- 

sainbl by some Saka soldier in the invading Greek anuy about the 

beginning of the 2nd century B.C. Central Asian .Sakas had been 

the neighbours of the Greek principality of Bactria, and they often 

figured as mercenaries in foreign armies 115 Tire rest of the eleven 

pieces are all from S P. IV 18 and 19 (C. 25-165 A.D.). with tun 

exceptions, probably accidental, from 5.P. IV, 1 * (C. 45 B.C.—25 

To S.P. IV. 1ft belong some arrow-heads with barbed 

blades (K Urey would also appear to have been due to the 

Saka-Kusanas. The other sub-types of barbed-bladed arrow-heads, 

K2 and K3 (three*bladed) and K4. are confined to the extensive devasta¬ 

tions aiLer S I*. IV. 24.'™ These devastations arc thought to be due 

tti the Hunas. 
# 

L hough Kausambi has not shown the barbed four-bladed arrow 

heads, ascribed to the I Innas at Taxtlh, front the stratigraphy it is not 

an unreasonable surmise that R2. KS and K4 arc from die fighting 

equipment of the Hutiish hordes who dealt a grievous blow to the 

city early in the 6th century A.D. As noted, tire antiquity of barb 

goes back tn S.1’. III. 19- Conceivably the Saka-Kusitnas might have 
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\hC the ‘I'^ bkdcl harhed type „ als0 to 
be indicated by No. 88 on PI. 165 Taxila, VoL III. 

I hree-bladed arrowed,, with barb, occur in the initial cen- 

tunes °f Christian era and much earlier at archaeological sites in 

central Asia.- Although most published examples seem to be 

tv e ;,re o{ Lhc lanS«! variety, and it is possible that the 
type provided the model for the barbed-biaded missiles used by the 

SaXa-Kusarias, and later by the Hums, it, the Gang* plait, 

I e n it cotta figurines and objects 

\ri A- I (I 

More than anything else, the problem o| the Saku-Kuyaiias at 

T™1* T' ltS faSaJ,ati0n f°r thc M*om and the archaeologist 
o the very Urge number of Saka-Parthian and 'Kama' terracotta 

iguimcs and objects yielded by the excavations. It is as if the advent 

of new peoples has initiated an altogether new, and strangely attract 

; Cl!apter ln the 3“history of the town. Evidence of a different 
aesthetics and plastic idiom 15 almost overwhelming. The new im¬ 

pulse also has a vigorous impact on the ceramic traditions o| Madhya- 

Figurmes recovered from Sub-periods V and VI constitute a 

homogeneous group, sharply defined and differentiated from the figu¬ 

rines of the earlier sub-periods (Pis. XXIfl-XXJXA). The theme 

and the tedinM,ue of manufacture are entirely different. Almost ill 

the figunnes of this group Pis. XXX-A-XXXIII-A and B) are 

hand-made and crude in appearance. Usually different parts of the 

body were made separately and added together before firing The 

clay was much coarser and not as levigated aS in the case of early 

hand-made figurines (Pis. XXIII-A and B). Firing was uneven and 

the core invariably remains insufficiently burnt. They provide the 

earliest specimens of free-standing terracotta figurines in the round 

Ihe technique of representation is entirely different from that nf 
1 non Id-made figurines 1 Pis. XXIltR to XXIX-A). 
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The change in the theme is still more pronounced. Even a 

cursory glance at these figurines leaves no room lor doubt that they 

represent a fundamental departure in tradition. The reclining figu¬ 

rines (PI. XXXI, 2. If and 5), drummers (Pi. XXX R. 1), women with 

double-knobbed head-dress <F1. XXXI, 4), men with peaked caps 

(PL XXXII A. 1 and 2). mother-goddesses with heavy breasts (PI. 

XXX-A) and devotees placed in die shrine of the mother-goddesses 

[PL XX, XIV-B and XXX A and B) are objects completely foreign 

to Indian tradition. A study of the dress, ornaments and decoration 

of these figurines also demonstrates clearly die change in the cultural 

tradition. The male and female dress, the dhoti’ and the 'uttarlya', 

so very familiar from Sam hi. Bharhut, Amaravati and contemporary 

terracotta materials from different pans of northern India, is com¬ 

plete! v absent. On die other hand, these figurines offer for the first 

time evidence of the use of full-sleeved stitched garments for the male 

and female, viz., trousers, chitons, hinialions etc. (Pis. XXX-A, 1; 

XXX B. 2 ami 5; XXXtil and XXVVI-A). The Hue and hcavily- 

Ixdctkn] head-dress of the EiLtnriiie-s (Pis. XXffl-C and XXIX-A) is 

replaced by uncouth and barbaric peaked caps. 7 he rendering of 

the details of the body in these figurines lias none of the elegance, 

tenderness and sophistication of the truly Indian figurines. If they 

arc less stylized, they arc, nn die other hand, more virile and bear a 

much greater sense of movement and life. The rhythm mid die 

realistic touch in the drummer (PL XXX-R. 1) is altogether missing 

in the truiy Indian terracottas. 1 lie male heads (P. XWII-A) ate 

much more masculine, rugged, uncouth and forceful than the other 

male heads (PL XXVII-A}. These figurines have very dose parallels 

in objects recovered from Sakn-Parthian sites outside India. The 

seated mother-goddess (PL XXX A), the votive tank, the drummer 

with a peaked cap, the dancer with bell-shaped base finished off at 

hip-line the musician (PI. XXX B) and the reclining woman (PI. 

XXXI, H and 5) are well-known Parthian types and have close paral¬ 

lels from various saka-Pnrthian sites. The fashion of hair-dressing 

described as the twu-knobbed head-dress by Van Ingen lias been 

remarked ever since Parthian figurines were known.™ The tall 

pointed cap (PL XXXfl-V Id! and PL XXXIX-B) is known to have 

been an attribute of oriental priests in Saka-Parthian regions mitsuli 

India in different periods.71 
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The complete absence of these types from the earlier levels, 

coupled with their outlandish shapes, sharp differences in chess, oraa 

ntt'Mi and decoration and close parallels from distant Saka-Parthian 

sites like Selene i a, llura, l/ru-Warka. etc., leave no room for doubi 

that they represent the Saka-Parthian cultural stream, Strarigraphi- 

caliy diet all belong to the first and second century A.D., a "period 

when the Saks Parthians. through com jurat and trade, had made deep 

penetrations into north western and northern India. Figurines 1 and 

" on Pl XXX A and figurine 1 on PL XXX-B are representations of 
or are connected with the great mother-goddess, it is dear from all 

these three specimens that they were meant to be shot™ seated in 

shrines of mother-goddesses or votive tanks. The ground of the 

shrine mi Pi. XX.X-A. f can be clearly seen underneath the feet of the 

seated deny. A surface-find, recently acquired, actually shows an 

identical type seated against the wall in a shrine of the mother- 

goddess. In PI. XXX-A. 2, the bottom of the figurine dearly 

indicates that it was detached from a shrine. The back or the drum 

mer wi.h peaked cap (PI. XXX-B, I), again dearly shows that it was 

set against die wall of a shrine. These are, therefore, either actual 

representations of the mother-goddess or are connected with her cult. 

I hree specimens of reclining female figurines are illustrated (PI. 
XXXI, 2. $ and 5), Of these, 2 and 5 are draped and 3 is nude. For 

[lie meaning of these we have to depend upon the evidence of Scleu- 

cia and other sites, where they have been identified as the oriental 
ulot 11 if r-gocl e I ess.7" 

Plate XXXI. -I, a female head with two knobbed head-dresses, 

was disjoined from its body (PI. XXXIII-B, 1). Similarly, the 

female head with two knobbed head-dresses and a seated female with 

a child in the lap (PL XXXIIMl, 2) represent the mother-goddess. 

The musicians and the dancers (Pi, XXX IV) seem to h?ve had 

at Kausamhi as elsewhere a religious or musical meaning and they 

were attached to the shrines of the mother-goddess. As pointed out 

above, the evidence in case of [he drummer with a peaked cap is 
decisive. 
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The religious character of the votive tank is recognized by all 

students or the subject. The popularity of th is type is shown by its 

comparative frequent occurrence. In certain cases a bird is shown 

perched on the wall (PL XXX V-B 2). In some other cases lamps arc 

set on the top of the walls or at the base of the shrine (PL XXXIV-B). 

That the seated figures arc devotees of the mother-goddess is made 

clear from a recent surface-acquisition, which shows three drummers 

seated inside against the wall of the tank or shrine (PL XXXV-A). 

The type as reconstructed from all these examples closely conforms 

u> similar types at ! axila and Ahicchatra. 

In the present stage of our knowledge the real meaning and 

significance ol the male heads (PL XXXII-A) cannot bin icuriam 

obscure. Some of them, particularly the one* with a peaked cap and 

beard or with long [jointed furrowed cap. may- be represent a tioi is of 

priests. 

In view of the material referred in above, the occurrence of the 

SakaPart hi an tvpcs at KiniambF poses a very important question. 

.Stratigraphitally they belong tu the first-second century VD it is 

difficult to belieie that such crude and fragile material could have 

been imported from a distant place. In alt probability, therefore, 

they are local products to meet the religious requirements of a group 

of people at Kausftmbl and elsewhere. The occurrence of many SaL. 

names in-the inscriptions, excavated subsequently in the Ghosilarama 

area oi KausambT, lends further support to the view that there was 

some colony of Saka-Parthian* at Kausambi in the first second century 

,-VD. ft is difficult to explain the occurrence of Saka-Partbian terra- 

cotta types during this period at Mathura. Ahicchatra. Sankissa. Kau¬ 

sambl, Nandangarh and BnsSrh except in terms of active &tka- 

Parthian contacts during this period. 

This long extract reproduces the text of the Memoirs of the 

Archaeological Survey of India, No. 71.TJ the numbers of plates 

indicated in the body of the text being those of the Memoirs. 

f-rnni Sub Periods VI and VIL and very rarely from Sub-Period 

VI1L comes another class of terracotta figurines (Pis. XXVII-A, 4 

F. « 
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3-H.t.l XXXVII-\ and XXX\ 111- \ of the Memoirs) prepared both 

by hand as well as by mould, lor which there is some reason to be 

identified .in typically kiijina, 1 lie moulds of these sub-periods art. 

however, very different from those of the earlier Sub-Periods II—IV, 

lacking as they do the ckgance, refinement and exuberance of details 

in the background, of the previous series. They are rough, crude 

atul shallow and the figurines produced therefrom are practically 

desoid of ornaments and decnraiiuns and look like impressions in 

clay. J he technique ol the hand-made figurines has no special Fea- 

Miles, Hie ligurines of lliis group are simple, complex com posit ions 

being lew, [ heir particular association with the Kusanas is suggest¬ 

ed by the ethnic type they seem to represents the long face, prominent 

nose, protruding lips, prominent cheek-bones and sunken cheeks 

characterizing them do not fail to recall the similar figures depicted 

on Kusana. coins, 

Gi rdoo, after demonstrating the SakaParthhui origin of several 

figurines of the so-called Hellenistic style in the Gandhara area.7* 

drew attention to the occurrence of these types at Mathura, Basarh, 

Naiid.ingarh, Sankissa and Hastinapur. Even apart From the strik¬ 

ing kausainbl finds, the evidence for Lbe mid-Ganges regions is more 

imposing titan would appear from Gordons note. In the early 

centuries V.D. the new experiment seems to have been carried out 

in greater or lesser degree practically all over the tract. 

Broken votive tanks representing the shrine of the mother, 

goddess were unearthed at Rajghat, Bananas.™ The Mason (Ghazi- 

pur) excavations report terracotta figurines revealing foreign influ¬ 

ence in facial features and dresses’ dating from ihc first-second century 

ol the Christian era." A short preliminary search in the recently 

discovered site of Nahush-Ka-Tila in the Azamgarh District has yield¬ 

ed a terracotta human figurine showing clear Saka-Parthian affiliation 

in the facial features and head-dresses.™ Front the Kusana stratum 

Jl Sohagaura {Gorakhpur District! comes one terracotta human Jigu 

Tine with foreign features.'™ Human figures with typical Kiijana 

head-fircss' are noticed at fhixar {Shahabad District) in Period II. 

'along with the ceramics of the early centuries of the Christian era. ™ 

Dr. A. S AItckarX effort at Ktimrahar were rewarded with four terra- 
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coitn figurines with peaked head-dresses worn by Indo-Scy chirms’ and 

two votive tanks.He dated them C. Hlfl—300 A.D. Vaisali reports 

terracotta human figures with typical Kusana turban along with deep 

howls and sprinklers From the lower levels «1 Period II. '1 Chirand 

(Sarah District, Bihar) has produced terracotta figures with marked 

foreign features of the Krisaru tradition’** datable between C. 100 

B.C. and C* 251) A D. Votive tanks with human figures inside were 

found at Bhita where they were described as dishes probably repre¬ 

sent mg shrines.''-1 I lies were accompanied by human figures with 

marked foreign [aria! features.*1 belonging to kusaiia levels. Saka- 

Parthian’ terracotta similar to those from KausatiihT arc recorded at 

Kashi*5 ami Sarnath.NT‘' On the border of our area. Ahicchalra seems 

to lie prolific in $aka-Parthian and kusaiut clay anlU|uUies including 

dwarfs, musicians and votive tanks with identical figures.1'1' 

Pottery 

Analogous to the terracotta story, new developments took place 

in the ceramic industry in the various Cange tic centres. The great 

achievement of Sir John Marshall in isolating the foreign traits in 

(he voluminous finds of Taxila is a romance of Indian archaeology. 

Having identified many early Creek and Hellenistic wares, he was 

critical enough to note that "several of them do not make their 

appearance at Taxila until after the advent of the Parthlans, who, as 

wc have already seen, had a great partiality for anything smacking of 

Hellenism and were responsible for introducing into the north-west 

much of the Yavana culture which has usually been attributed to die 

Bactrian Greeks,"ht Of other vessels of a Parthian, rather than Greek 

or Graeco-Roman origin, he mentioned the glazed amphorae, numer¬ 

ous bell-shaped, and cm maud vessels of medium or small capacity, 

goblets with deep flared mduih. constricted neck and horizontal 

ribbing and small handled censers.8* 

The T.ndla story is now continued in the Punjab and the Gam 

getic valley by excavations and explorations. All the Parthian types, 

which are probably rn Ire described as Saka-Parthian-Kusana, dn not 

appear in the Gariga valley: for example, the amphorae arc not noticed 
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luit at the same unit Madhyadeia has thrown tip new types. demons¬ 

trably Sala-Partluan and Kuyana. which r Eo not figure at Taxila or 

vvt're not noticed there. Another noteworthy development is a 

considerable expansion of our knowledge regarding the non-Indian 

links of some nl the types by the recognition of striking analogies over 

a larger area in Iran, Afghanistan and central \sia."* 

lo ihe Saka-knsana influence at Kansamhi we apparently owe 

carinated waisted vessels, beakers ami goblets with Hal rims and 

footed base and flared month, incense burners with looped handles 

and possibly surah is with heavily decorated handles (Fig. 12, Nos. 

I —IU). rhe Saltit-Parthian workmanship of these vessels, whose 

incidence commences wiili Sub Period V (.f RSIS I III. is proved by the 

J axils parallels. Hie goblets are noticed farther alield beyond the 

Hinditknsh, where they are distributed over Khorezm (Ferghana 

Valley), Sngdiaria and Hiciiia/" A few dishes ol dull red ware at 

KausambT hear comparison with similar types repotted from fulliar 

Cemetery™ while certain vases treated with red wash on both sides 

establish a link with Yazdepc*1 

Rausambi pottery of this group ranges in date from 1st century 

A.D, to 3rd century A.D., while oil the central Asian sites its dates 

vary from 2nd century B.C. to 2nd century' A.D. There is little 

doubt as to the 5aka-Ku$itnas-being responsible for the introduction 

of these new types which are listed under group I1A at KausambL 

Iks ides this new stream ol ceramic influence From outside, there can 

be perceived another flowing over the (hihga Valley from an earlier 

epoch, which provided the impulse for the manufacture of potteries 

ascribed lo the foreign' group [ [early group—Fig. Ilf. Among the 

important types associated with this early group are cylindrical coni¬ 

cal howls, bowls with everted rim. concave neck, carinated shoulder, 

convex body and flat base and a few stamped lloral designs.02 Of 

these, the cylindrical conical bowl is the most important type having 

a wide distribution over Khorezm.08 Sogrfiana,”1 Margiana.™ northern 

Bactria™ southern Bacma.,ff and Scistan.1* In these regions the 

types belong to the Achaemenian period between 6th century R.C. 

and dill century JlC. In Kauiambt they are datable 5th—2nd century 

B.C. 
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It would appear that in the Kusana period the fusion of the early 

group I with the later group 11 A resulted in the production of 

another class of pottery ill-lit represented by cylindrical conical 

goblets and vases (Fig. 12, Nos. 11-15). 

Besides these distinctive pottery types, the Saka-Ku$ana period 

at Kausambi slows examples of I he archaeologically valuable designs 

scratched externally after firing on vessels of red and black wares 

which have now begun attracting the attention of Indian and foreign 

specialists (Fig. 13). (inuring on potsherds and spumed vessels of 

the period from the first to die third century A.D., the designs have 

their prototypes in ihe Ferghana valley and K-hwareun.1 Among 

them mention may be made of lattkfcd designs, opposed triangles 

alternately filled in horizontal lines, wedge-pattern, opposed tri¬ 

angles so arranged as to lorin a rhombus, triangles and wavy lines, 

loops and spirals, parallel wavy lines in single or double TOW, branch 

ol tree, Lhe schematic floral designs etc.1"11 

Saka-Kusana potteries of the above description (groups II-A and 

II-Bi arc available from western sites such as Rupar.lul Hastinapur102 

ami Vhicchatra.'®3 Ahiccaira has yielded almost all the vessel types 

of Kauiambu In the east, carinated warned vessels and beakers (slight¬ 

ly modified) occur at Vaisalit,H in Period II ranging from C. 15<> B.C. 

to C. 100 A l>. 1 be tyjjcs arc repealed at kumrahar in periods 11 

and III (C. 150 B.C. — SOU AJ),)d" They have analogies on older 

classic sites like Blitta.10* Similar ware may’be presumed at Rajghat. 

but cannot be asserted in the absence of authentic information. I he 

‘scratch decoration is reported From Hasdmpur,1" Jhusi (Allaha 

had) Draupadighat (Allahabad),1- Kolia and allied sites on the 

river Bclan (Allahabad District. Fig. H)."" Soopur (Bihar)111 arid 

Chirand (13ihar).l,a Nahusli-Ka-Tila in Azamgarh may prove an 

important site for the study of these patterns. 

India's contacts with the west are further evidenced by the cera¬ 

mic group HI comprising surahis and enohoyas datable from 2nd cen. 

B.C. to 1st century \ D. This group with a preeminently Graeco- 

Roman lineage occurs over an extensive region upto the central 

Gitiiga valley in the east and Iran. Afghanistan and the Soviet central 
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Asian republics towards the north-west. A typical specimen at Kau- 

siiiibi is a highly decorated stamped surah) (PI. XXVI) of thin, fme 

lahric with horizontal bauds of embossed designs alternating with 

bands ol lustrous red polish. I he two uppermost hands are deco¬ 

rated with leaf patterns. I he fourth and fifth bauds from top have 

linear designs while the third and sixth hands arc polished but devoid 

ol ornamentation. The base, body and neck were made in four 

separate pieces and the stamping and embossing was confined to two 

pieces ol body, the seam of which was externally quoted with bright 

red polish. Like a Taxila vase described by Sir [aim Marshall 

the surahi may be a local imitation of Hellenistic embossed and 

stamped ware. Marshall describes the cm bossed and stamped ware 

of this variety as second cousin to the well-known Megarian Armine 

anti Companion Wares.11* Aitentinn may also be drawn to a jug 

<T], XXVll f with single handle and pinched mouth imitating the 

head of a bird, the eyes delineated with considerable care. The type 

has a close parallel at Taxila (PL 123, No. 79-811 and PL 129. No. 
M—No. 80). 

Architecture 

The excavations reveal that the Kuyana rule marks a break in 

the tradition of architecture loo. The discovery of the imposing 

palace complex on the Jamuna, in die south-western coiner of Kau- 

sanild, shows the irurnduciinn of a hybrid architecture making 

indiscriminate use of stone and brick for building purposes and new 

devices like the true arch in the first second century A.D.. whose 

Kusdna origin can be inferred with reasonable certainty. 

In the previous periods stone and brick were used exclusively 

and separately For construction. J lie brick structures were made 

almost invariably of new and complete bricks, brickbats being rarely 

used. Stone masonary teas ashlar. From the 5th century B.C, 

onwards, Slones neatly dressed and cut served the special purpose of 

providing the facing of walls, fn the reconstruct ion a l phase of the 

palace belonging to the first-second century A IL complete bricks are 

conspicuous by theh absence, and the Walls are built, almost entirely 
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nj brick-bats, Neatly dressed stones yield ground to big unhewn 

blocks, while in some courses can be seen the novel idiom of the use 

of bricks and stones side by side Even in such delicate anti speci¬ 

alised constructions as arches the two materials occur together very 

Frequently. The consequent weakness of the walls is sought to be 

rectified by their massive character? they are normally much thicker 

now. The crudeness ol the construction is considerably relieved by 

copious application of plaster which in certain cases has a thickness 

of 25 to ah cms. 

Among the new constructional devices noticed lor the first time 

in the first second century A.D.. the true arch was mi ployed on a 

large scale. Four-centred pointed arch, segmental arch and semi- 

elliptical flat arch were used in various parts of the palace. It is 

significant that the new devices did not lead to the abandonment of 

the old and more familiar corbelled arch. I he superstructure ol 

the palace, especially its sikhhra, was built on the principle oF the 

corbelled arch. 

Everything points to the conclusion that the hybrid britk-cum- 

stonc architecture and the accompanying ncwT tier ices like the tint 

arch are the gift of the Kusanas, This point and the other aspects of 

the Kosana building activity at KausiimbI aie discussed in a separate 

paper. 

htdkalion af Stratigraphy 

It now remain5 to say a few words about the possible historical 

implications of some apparently significant aspects of ihe stratigraphy 

for the Saka-Kusaria problem. 1 he evidence is already published in 

the Kausambi report for 11157-59,11,1 which refers to ST. IV. 18 and 

]9 as the period of the Sakii-Kusanns (G. 25 — 165 A.D.). Apropos 

S P. IV. 18 it is stated: "Floor No. Ik constructed during this period, 

bean traces of conflagration, probably due to :m invasion indicated 

by the accumulation of a layer of ash and charcoal-'. At the end 

ol S.l\ IV. If*, ‘the story of the rampart 1 ended in extensive confla¬ 
gration and destruction indicating an invasion during which all the 
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buildings were razed to (he ground,'117 In itself, the evidence may 

tun he derisive but it permits ;l hypothesis regarding die circum¬ 

stances of the turmoil thus revealed in the li Te of the city. On chro¬ 

nological indication, the conflagration of S.P. IV. 18 might well he 

due to the onslaught of the Saka-Kusana.s on KausambT which 

succumbed to it. File more extensive damage at the end of S.Lh IV. 

19 could be the result of Indian nationalist forces asserting them¬ 

selves against the Kitsana stronghold, or, more plausibly, of the policy 

of destruction adopted by the retreating Kusanas, S.P. IV. 17 wit¬ 

nessed considerable repair and addition work in the ramparts.11" 

Was this the outcome of the anxiety of the ‘Mitra’ kings of Kau- 

samhT to strengthen the defences of the town against the threatened 
invasion from the west? 

Conclusion 

There were perhaps Saka-Parthians at KausambT before the 

Kristinas, but that, these initial rout acts had a political connouuion is 

yet to be proved. Independent Saka-Pahlava rulers of the central 

Gahga zone are not definitely known from the epigraphy. The two 

Ksatrapas named in the records'111 appear io be Kostinas rather than 

Sakas; they were anyway associated with Ktmiska. Maharaja Aiva- 

ghosa of two Sir oath inscriptions,111 regarded as a Krishna Ksatrapa 

by some, was probably a Hindu chief of the pte-Kusaiia epoch.'-1 

If the Murundas mentioned by Ptolemy were pre-Kiisatta.r~ they may 

have been Sakas, but the Muruudas are as much an enigma as die 

chronology n| the K usanas. and. at present the most appealing hypo¬ 

thesis si ill seems to be that the name Yhirmida was borne by petty 

foreign rulers who survived the ml lapse id the main Kusana power 

in the cast, I fit pioneering Saka-Pah'avas were perhaps traders, 
pilgrims and stray settlers. 

While evidence of the fcaku-Pahlavas goes back to the prt Kusfina 

days, the hulk nf h is concentrated in ihe era of the Kusanas who 

soon appear at KausambT. That the Knsanas came not merely as 

traders and visitors but as nmrpieroTs lias, we think, now to be allow¬ 

ed as a near-certain deduction front the cumulative data. Seven 
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inscriptions and one scaling mentioning Kaniska, numerous Kusana 

coins and three coin moulds in a region which was certainly not the 

main centre of the Kusitna empire but an outlying province and 

nothing positive to disprove the suzerainty o) the Kasanas—this indeed 

is testimony not inferior to what has been considered decisive in 

many other cases. 

Apart from the inscriptions and coins, the indication of art. 

architecture and pottery has to be considered. So far the archaeo¬ 

logical studies are concerned, the Kusana age has been till now 

merely a part of the comprehensive bracket of post—N.B.P. This 

was perhaps inevitable in some degree. Major sites excavated in the 

Gangctic vallev are lew, and of most of these detailed reports ale yet 

to appear. The excavations have been vertical with a view to offer¬ 

ing a complete time-table for the sites involved, rather than revealing 

particular historical anil cultural strata on a large scale. 1 he Kusana 

evidence has therefore not attracted as much attention as it deserves. 

An attempt has heen made here to isolate the Kusana elements 

at the different archaeological sites and correlate the data in order 

to evaluate the role of the Saka-Kus&nas in the Ganga plain. The 

results are revealing. Saka Kusana impact is writ large on archaeo¬ 

logy'. Even with the limited evidence we can discern a remarkable 

era in the Madhyadesa when new forms in art. architecture and cera¬ 

mics. with their genealogy going back to the areas from which the 

Saka-Kusana* came, appear in profusion, affecting die entire region. 

The Kausambi materials have Focussed attention on the problem. 

!t is no longer the question of a few Saha Kusana influences here and 

there: it is almost the transplanting of a whole complex from die 

north-west into the east. There is, we cannot help thinking, Kusana 

authority at the back of the phenomenon. The totality of evidence 

projects the picture of a Kusana empire in which the Saka-Pahlavas 

are almost equal partners. At KausaiubT. the palace Is the bastion 

of that empire. The combined data are so compulsive that any 

indication to the contrary might have to be explained away.m On 

the slender basis of a lew talismans copied from Himska's coins Dr. 

Altekar had to ask if the popularity of Kusana coins with Ihhar ladies 

could be explained by trade alone. The question is now much more 

F. 9 
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pertinent. Could there be so mm li Ku.s;iiu evidence without Kusana 
■ rule? 

W idespread as it was in the first-second century A.D., in its 

purely foreign’ aspect the &tka-Kusfina element proved lo be more 

or less a passing phase in the Ganga valley. Kauslmbi shows its abrupt 

i kcrease beyond the Jvusana chronological horizon and disappearance 

within a short time. The votive tanks, drummers, reclining women, 

Kusana terracotta devotees etc., continue beyond the Magha stratum 

iVi‘. \ 11) only as stray specimens, as remnanis of the past thrown 

accidentally into the later period. I lie idiom of hand'manufacture 

and terracotta in the round continues, and so do some of the themes 

locally developed during the Kusutia epoch, but the foreign tvpcs go 

out of vogue, I fere and (litre a few surviving traits of the Saka- 

Kusana milieu might be noticed. I his is inevitable in so vast a 

region, and some of these trails seem to be assigned to later periods 

by unscientific digging. But it is clear that with the withdrawal of 

the Kitsfmas. the Saka-Kusana era is over in the domain of art and 
ceramics too. 

One wonders if an artistic expansion not dependent nn political 

power would acquire such impressive dimensions on the one hand 

and would lose its force so speedily on the other. 

* 

Hie languishing Foreign element was perhaps patronised in some 

measure at the courts of the ‘Muninda’ chief tains in the Madhya* 

desa after the disintegration of the main Rusana power. The Mumn- 

das were not improbably responsible for the imitations nf the 

K u.sJina coins, and mth them would appear to have hccti connected 

the Great Queen Prabbtidaraam and the Muninda mother of 

SarwanaLha.1- One u! iheiti, perhaps ruling somewhere in the upper 

Gauge tic valley, sent a present of four horses belonging tn the Yueh 

chi country to Funan in the third century.1*' 
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SOME ASPECTS OF THE CHANGING ORDER IN INDIA 
DURING THE SARA-K USA N A ACE 

W 

The muddled accounts1 of the Kali Age in the Puranas, generally 
ascribed to a period” round ahout the first-second centuries A.D., 
reveal the undenuining of the Cdturtmrnya (the system of lour 
rnrtjtis or castes) on which the traditional Indian social order was 
based. It was believed to be partly due in the activities of Lite here¬ 
tical religions—Buddhism, Jainism, popular Vaisnavisra and Saivism. 
but mainly to the incursions of the foreign elements—the Yavanas 
(Ractrian Greeks), 5akas. Parthians and Kusfuias. Ill the context of 
the dismal picture of the Kali Age the Puranic accounts allude to 
the general decline of Dharma, the depression of the orthodox 
priestly class and the indigenous ruling aristocracy, the decline and 
thinning away, at least temporarily, of the class ol Vaisyas who were 
agriculturists, merchants and traders, and the rise of the servile 

Slid tin. ’ 

I he Angavijja, a work on prognostication composed in the 
Kusana peri ml1, throws revealing Light ori some aspects of this pheno¬ 
menon , In the section dealing with the way of knowing the Varna 
or caste of an individual the text gives an appearance of the veritable 
break-up or the Cutiirvawya for (he time being. In the beginning 
we get the traditional list of the four I nviuis—Ikmibhana ([Irah- 
matiab Khaitika (Ksatriya). Vessa (Vaisya) and Sudda (Sudra). 
Then there is the enumeration of persons who exchanged the duties 
and occupations of their own Varna for those of another and. in so 
doing, they either retained or could not dissociate themselves from 
their original Van.I a (caste! and were in this way regarded as belong¬ 
ing to two Vanjas at the same time. Thus we get Rariibha-khatta. 
Khatta-baihbha, Bathbha-vessa, Vessa-bambha. Bambha-sudtb. Sudda- 

75 
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baiiibha. Khatta-vessa, Vessa-khatta, Khatta-sudda, Sudda-khatta, 

V essa-sudda, Sudda-vessa, Sudd a-baiiibha and Btfihblia-sudda.9 

h goes without saying that the features of caste as reflected in 

die Manu Smrti (C. 200 B.C.—21 HI A,D.)T represent mainly the nor¬ 

mative social theory, whereas the Arigavijja brings into relief the 

actual facts of social life. The Jafakas also inform us that some 

people belonging to higher Varnas followed occupations other than 

those prescribed for them," but their account appears to hold good 

Im the earlier period. Under exceptional circumstances, as we Find 

in the case of the Nandas, even some members of the Iasi Varna 

which represented the nadir of social life could make their way into 

the fold of the ruling aristocracy. But what is noteworthy in the 

account ol die Angavijja is tliai the people nl the lower Varnas ht-gau 

to follow on a large scale the various occupations meant for the higher 

ones and to claim a higher status. I luis the social convulsions anti 

political disturbances due to the incursions of the foreigners, 

together with the economic developments? of the age and the acti¬ 

vities of the heretical religions, resulted in a kind or social upheaval 

characterized not only by the downward but also by the upward, 

trend of social mobility. Over a considerable part of Northern and 

Western India the foreigners became settled mainly as a ruling aristo¬ 

cracy who were more attracted by the heretical religious systems like 

Buddhism, saivism and Vaisnavism. Even Manu,n who upheld the 

orthodox ideals of social order had in a way to concede the status of 

Ksatriya to the Sahas and also to some other foreigners and out¬ 

landish peoples, though lie regarded them as degraded for the main 

reason that they aL dial time did not champion the cause of the tradi¬ 

tional system. However, in the second and third centuries A,D. the 

indigenous rulers of the Saiavahana and Iksvakn dynasties accepted 

in marriage princesses belonging to the Ksatrapa ruling house of 

Western India.11 The Allahabad Pillar Inscription14 of Samudra 

gupta also suggests that Saka-Kuyftna rulers contracted matrimonial 

relations with the idigenous ruling houses. The art of the Kusana 

period, especially the terracotta art. found at various sites of Northern 

India, such as. Mathura.19 Ahicdiatra,1* BhIia,Ji Kau&mbi,1* Pfttalb 

putra,” Rangmahal1' etc, also points to the Influx of the Saka-Kusana* 

and the magnitude of their role in Indian social life. The names of 
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saka donors found in some inscriptions of Kausambi are significant 

in this context.1® These foreigners were, however, absorbed in the 

caste system in course of time. Afterwards, the various mixed Vania 

groups, noticed above, which were tending to emerge during this 

period were also adjusted to the Framework of the Caluivaniya. 

However, two of them, Unihma-ksatta (BariibliaAhattai and Brahma- 

VLiifiya (Bambfia-vessa) continued even afterwards. The theory of 

Biahma-ksatra had gained a wide currency by the early medieval 

period of Indian history when, with the development ot the feudal 

tendencies, the Brahmanas began to leave their priestly functions and 

join on a large scale the ranks of the ruling aristocracy. I his coin 

pound term has been applied to some rulers belonging to the Guhilot. 

Paramara and Sena dynasties in the inscriptions.-1 It occurs in some 

inscriptions of South India*1 and also ol South-East Asia,*3 1 fie evi¬ 

dence of later times reveals that the epithet Brahma-Ksatra or Brahma- 

ksatriya was borne not only by iliose who were first Brahman as and 

then became Ksatriyas, but also by some descendants of the anulotua 

(regular) and prati Ionia (irregular) onions between members of the 

first two Vanias.-1 In certain regions Brahina-ksatra also became more 

or less like a sub-caste group, 1 he term DrahuB-vaisya has, howev er, 

been noticed only in one inscription of later times'® and, as such, this 

group appears to have been quite insignificant. 

At one p’ace in the Afigavijja^ the lour major castes are classified 

intwo two categories Vjja (Arya) and Milikthu (Mleccha). In this 

context the first three Varna* or castes are me hided in the category of 

Arya and the Litter appears to have comprised the indigenous Sudras 

and aboriginal tribes as well as the foreigners and outlandish people. 

The Arya Varna was usually contrasted with Dasa Varna during the 

Kgvedic period-7 ami with the Sudni Varna during* llie Liter Vedfc 

period.159 In the Sutras also which belong to the post Vedic period 

the lint three Varpas (tlvija classes) are set in contrast to the sfitiras."’ 

The term Mlcccha in Indian literature was ordinarily used lor die 

indigenous tribes as well as foreigners who were outside the pale of ihe 

orthodox social system and culture.5* The indigenous Sfidras forming 

pan of the orthodox social organization had never been counted 

among the Mlecchas.®1 This attitude, as the Mnnu Smrti suggests, 

was partly generated by the deflection and refractoriness®2 of the 
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SQdras. In Mann we clearly notice .1 son of nervousness about such 
activities of these people, 

Asa matter oi (act wc perceive mail) currents and crosscurrents in 

! le social life of tlie a^e. Another division of society in the Afigaviiji 

,S “to AlP (meaning litre nobles who were free persons belonging 

*° ;llc Propertied class)., and Am- (slaves, servants, hired kboum 

and others, most of whom, as this classification itself indicate* may 

have been under varying degrees of servitude and dependence) The 

Ajja (Arya) class is said to have included not only the three higher 

Varnas bur also some belonging io the Sudta Vania.*4 Tim reveals 

a trend of the cleavage of the Vania-divided and caste-ridden society 
imn classes. In this context it may be noted that the Vismi Punma 

. ‘Il<; Yuga 1>urS?a ,iavc u® believe that during the period of 
social disorder, political disturbances and changes brought about 

by the foreign invaders, the idea of birth as the basis of social rank 

wou d tend to recede into the background and wealth or property 

would emerge as the foremost factor in the determination of social 
status*® 

The Arthasasira, an earlier i ext . had in a wav recognised the 

dichotomy of the Varna-divided Indian society into Arva and DH. 

I he Ary, dam of treerocn included not only the lim three Varan hut 

also the Sudnu who were deemed ns free.” Nevertheless the Dims 

(slaves* were largely recruited from the Nudm Varna It may' be 

noted here that the Buddhist Assalayana Suita had ascribed ,he divi 

sion into a™ (master) anti Rasa (slave) to the social ... ,|lc 

neighbouring people*-,he Yana, (Yavanas) and the Kambojas among 

whom there was „„ unpassable harrier between the two classes. Hui 

die evidence of Arthaiastra noticeil above, reveals the tendency ol tlie 

emergence of this phenomenon in the Indian content also. However 

,t has generally been recognised- that slavery could never acquire here 

su.Ii a Wide extern, developed form and significant role as i„ Greece 

and Rome. Nevertheless, .luring the period extending iron. C film 

B.C. upto about .he beginning of the Christian Era .here is evidence 

lor „s wider prevalence as well as the greater subjection of the Madras 

as cnmpaml with udkt we find in later limes."* f, i, nomworth, .hi, 

the division ol Indian snekty inln Ajja and Pcssa which wc .ci in ilic 
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Angavijja appears to represent the emergent phase of the next stage 

ainng with the continuance of the older tendency, for the pcssa class 

included slaves as well as servants, lured labourers and dependent 

peasants. 

On Lhe basis of some provisions of the Manu Smrti. Hopkins™ has 

inferred a son of antagonism between the first two Vanias, on the one 

hand, and the last two, on the other. But the evidence of the 

Aiigavijja noticed above reveals that the picture was trot so simple. 

In fact the Indian caste system had an element of camouflage and it 

acted as an offset against the cleavage of society into clear-cut classes, 

However, the Milindapafihid1 clearly reveals that the dichotomy of 

the Varna-divided society was broadly and chiefly manifested in the 

phenomenon of the ordinary Visas' (Vaisyas) and Sudras. with agri¬ 

culture. trade and commerce, and cattle-rearing as (heir avocations, 

constituting the plebeian lower strata, and the remaining i.c.. the 

first two Vanias representing the dominant class which appears to 

have included the prosperous VaiSyas also, especially the lug traders 

and merchants. To what extent the distance between the first lwo 

Varnas (major castes) tended to get lessened may easily be inferred 

from the institution of Brahma-ksatra noticed above. The trend of 

roughly approximating the Vaisyas to the position of the Siidras had 

been in open:lion since earlier times/- but it is noticeable to a marked 

degree during the period under consideration. Obviuus as it is, in 

a society with a predominantly agrarian economy a riige section of 

the Vaisyas whose enjoined duty was to carry on agriculture, trade 

and cattle-rearing. had been agriculturists. Their lowering down to 

the status of the Sudras, which is dear from the bracketing together** 

of these two castes in the Milimfiifintifm, shows the trend nr the 

degradation of peasantry, leading ultimately to their subjection, a 

phenomenon well-known to have been associated with feudalism. 

Resides, the Sudras who in the earlier period were under stricter 

subjection with service to the higher Vanias as their sole duty are 

mentioned in this iext as pursuing the occupations of the Vaisyas. and, 

as such a sizable number of them appears to have been transformed 

into dependent peasants. Though we come across the emergence of 

a class of dependent peasantry constituted by the lower strata of the 

Vaisyas as well as a section of the Sudras, yet it is not to be forgotten 
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dial those urban Yaisyas who were trailers and merchants, flourished 

during this age with the development of trade and commerce, especial¬ 

ly during the Kusana period. We find many examples of rich 

businessmen giving religious donations. However, there is some evi¬ 

dence to think that the traders were usually held in low esteem by the 
upper classes,** 

In fact what we find here is not precisely feudalism but only a 

tendency working for the emergence of feudalism which, even after 

acquiring a developed form in later limes, was somewhat different1* 

from its Western counterpart. It may be noted here that in the 

light of D.A. Suleikin's periodization of Indian history V.I. 

Kalyanov" placed the birth o| feudalism in India during the first to 

third century A D He as well as I.P. Baikov47 have seen the traces 

o| feudalism in the Anfiasastra of Kautilyu. I he exploitation of the 

two lower Vanias by the higher ones which has been emphasised in 

diis context as const it mi tig the feudality by Baikov, may he found even 

in earlier ages which Is quite clear from the evidence of the Brahman,i 

works.J In fact we can hardly find in this text, which appears to 

belong to an earlier period, any marked traces of the essential feudal 

relationship in the socio-economic sphere—the subjection and degra¬ 

dation of peasantry who were in persona! dependence oil the land¬ 

lord ami more or less tied to the land." However, the view of 

Kalyanov regarding the period of the emergence of feudalism appears 

to be right in the light of many pieces of contemporary evidence. 

Along with the institution of caste, die self-sufficient village has been 

found to have paiyed a major role in the socio-economic, political, and 

cultural setting of ancient India. A passage in the MUindapanha 

throws light on the changing set-up of village organization and agra¬ 

rian relationship during the early centuries of die Christian Era i 

"Suppose. O King, that in some village the lord of the village 

were to order the crier, saying: J‘Cio, crier, bring all the villagers 

quickly before me”. And he in obedience to that order were to stand 

in the ntulsL of the village and were thrice to call oiu: "Let all the 

villagers assemble at once in the presence of the lord1. And they 

should assemble in haste and Iwve an announcement made to the lord. 
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saying: “All the villagers, Sire, liavc assembled. Do mow whatever 

you require”. Now when the lord, O King, is summoning all the 

heads of houses, he issues his order to all the villagers, but it is not 

they who assemble in obedience to the order, it is the heads of houses. 

Anti the lord is satisfied therewith, bnnwirig dial such is the number 

of villagers. There are many others who do not come—women and 

men, slave girls and slaves, hired workmen, servants, peasantry, sick 

people, oxen, buffaloes, sheep, and goats, and dogs—hot all those do 

not count". 

The term Bamaamik^' meaning the lord of village is significant 

in this context. Svfimi occurs as a royal title assumed by the kings of 

£aka-Ku$ana extraction, which was also adopted by the Satitvahanas, 

It has also been surmised that this idle is of foreign origin.® It has 

been taken to be the Sanskrit equivalent of the title of Muntt.ida 

which appears to have original lv been an Indo-Scythian term meaning 

lord or master”. In the inscriptions recording the pious donations 

ol his relatives and ministers the Western Ksatrapa Naha pain has be cm 

given the title of Rajan. Mahaksatrapa. Svainin and Khnharfita or 

Ksaliariiui™ Some BrahmT inscriptions from Mathura and its vicinity 

also have Svainin as Line title of rulersr,li In some South Indian mscrip- 

tinns the terms Sami and Sami vara m or Svami-bhoga siand for the king 

and the landlord’s share respite lively/7 I he authority and prestige 

which the icrm SVamin connoted.may easily he inferred from the fact 

that it began to be suffixed to the names of gods also.’' 

In a Kharnsthi inscription*9 of the year 303 belonging to the 

Peshawar region a Ksatrapa has been mentioned as gramasvami whose 

name Vvakhajliada indicates that he was a foreigner. The expression 

■niaharavasa gamasamisa which wc get in the record may mchcate that 

the title of Maharaja was also loosely applied to him. Hoover, N. G 

Maiurndar, the editor of the inscription, has translated it as the 

Maharaja’s village lord’. This clearly reveals that the Ksatrapas wen 

lords ol villages. But we do no: know whether they were assigned to 

them as fiefs by the kings. The '^nasamtka meniumed in the 

Miliudapanha was. as the term itself indicates, not a Matrapa but a 

Pdty village lord holding one or more villages, and the comexi m 

which he is mentioned further shows that the phenomenon of such 

►Til 
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village lords find become common. Thus we find ii marked growth ol 

a rural aristocracy. This class may have been formed by the appear- 

.lnee of nets lun,birds as well a*, the transformation ot some powerful 

village headmen into village lords in times of political disorder due to 

foreign invasions. The well-known Kalakacamkaihanak;^ inspile 

of its fantastic elements also throws light on how the foreign conquering 

hordes settled as ruling aristocracy in the regions occupied bv them. 

Under the Kuslna rule the names of the Ksatrapas, Mahaksatrapas and 
AlnliatlandiiiiaynkEis also appear to be foreign ** 

It is significant to note that the earlier term grUmik* meaning 

village headman also occurs in the inscriptions or the period. Thus 

we find the mention of gramikn in a Mathura Jain inscription rUirfers* 

Lm> No* 69a) of the lime of Vajudeva, and a Jain votive image inscrip- 

tion (Liiders’ Lilt. No. 48) which reveals the hereditary character of 

dus nil tee. 1 he Dura inscription (Agra District. LU\; E.[. XXXV. 

W- iWf} fji tl,c Ivaniska (Year 16) also mentions a lady be- 
long.ng to a family of hereditary village headmen- fga) mitanam, who 

dedicated a house. I lie hereditary village headmen45* may also have 

emerged as petty village duds. In the Mann Smrti the gramika who 

was to be assigned some land for his sendees has been given the title 

grdtwsya ampati (Mami VII. 115 1) meaning the lord of 3 village. 

Hits tendency m its developed form may he found in the Kaimisutra 

(V* ;».o. faj ol Vatsyayana, a slightly*fitter text, which reveals how vil- 

luge headmen assumed such powers as to compel village women to 
work in their fields. 

01 Iht d ,K nl vill"*C l(ml> village headmen 
Waving like duels, must have led .n ,he ,Iceline ol the Matas nf pea¬ 

santry. The evidence nl .he Mihmiapaflba noticed above show, how 

m .he villages umler gamasSmitas .he peasamry had no sav in the vital 

air,nr, ol the village anil they were regarded sn inferior a, to hv classed 

si-Hl. slave,, servants and hired labonrcts. An inscription- ol the 

MVI , century A D. reveals the further grnwil, „( „,i, tendency. I Ids 

andnubledly md.cates peasant Sllbjeelion which is regarded as an 

tial element nf leudalism. In the Mam. Start! I he irdhitas (share- 

ernppers, who received half ,he crop IW their labour appear a, a sizable 
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class. They also lint! mention in some inscriptioiisl5’,L belonging to the 

third and fourth centuries A.D. 

We notice some economic changes during the period which paved 

the way for the rise of (lie feudal tendency. The agricultural imple¬ 

ments discovered in the excavations conducted at sites like Taxila. 

kausambi and Hasiinapur throw some light on the changing economy. 

Tiie true spade used fur shovelling purposes, is found to have made its 

appearance at I axib as well as in die Roman world about the first 

century A.D.'11 The hoe and the chisel-headed spud, tended to become 

broader in blade about this period"** The weeding forks (?) and two 

distinct types of sickles, one with a curved blade and file other with a 

curved handle and a straight blade date at Taxila from the first century 

A.D., though llie) may have been in use I rum earlier limes.’"1 A frag¬ 

mentary sickle discovered at kausfunbi with a prominently broad and 

curved blade lias been assigned to the sub-period IV, 111 (C. 95-16,5 

A.D. )"7. From the point of view of the broadness of blade this appears 

to show an improvement on the fragmentary sickle discovered at the 

same site from S.P. IV {50 li.C— 25 A.D.)***. In the excavations con¬ 

ducted at the Ghofitarama monastery'1 ‘ of Kauiambi an almost complete 

sickle of a smaller variety, having neat curve, has heen discovered in 

the K.usana level (1st—2nd century A.D.) Another fragmentary 

sickle of a more or less similar variety has heen found at the same site 

in the succeeding May ha level which lias also yielded an adze* The 

varieties of the sickle are significant in this context. The fragment 

of a sickle discovered from a kite level of period IV (3rd Ceil. A.D i 

in Hastinfipur™ also shows a prominently broad blade. 1’he carpet! 

ter's adze appears about (his period :il Taxila with blade relatively 

broader below and thicker above.'1 

As a matter of fact iron was found abundantly in India*72 The 

high quality of Indian iron and steel was famous in the ancient and 

medieval world. We learn from Peri plus that in the first century 

A.D. they were exported to the Western world.™ The use of iron 

here was also common from much earlier times. But during the early 

centuries of the Christian Era there is some evidence of its extensive 

use and of the manufacture of some- better types of agricultural im¬ 

plements, Some improvement itt tools and implements along with the 

greater use of iron may he inferred from the Angavijja (pp. 233, 258) 
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in which we get one ol die earliest references to the classification of the 

metal—Laha, KHaloha, Va(taloha, Kamsalolia, Tikklmloha and 

M iindaloha74. Some varieties <>j soil anti many kinds ol grains are 

aLso mentioned in this tLxt: Wc gel references to ironmongers 

([ohavinijaw and lohavaiilyjyap in ilie inscriptions of the Rnsaiu 

age recovered from Western India and Mathura. 

With belter types of tools and implements it became easier to 

improve agriculture, clear the (orests and bring more areas under 

cultivation. The Milindapanha (IV. 1. 41) conceived of ‘the jungles 

turned into open country*. It further speaks of the individual mak¬ 

ing a land fit for cultivation by clearing the forest and becoming thus 

Lhe owner thereof (TrenckntTs edition, p. 1119), Unlike the 

Maury an period we do not hnd state efforts at the extension of the 

area oi cultivation during this period. Alaiiu (X, 44) also laid down 

that the held belonged to him who cleared away the limber. 

The comparatively expanding and improving economy with scope 

for individual enterprise must have paved the way for the emergence 

of the circumstances under which not only the lorce but also the utility 

of the old rigorous type of subjection of the .Slidtas whose duly was 

to serve others may have been weakened. Instead, they may have 

been given land lor subsistence as dependent peasants which is dearly 

reflected in the increase of the class of Sfidra share-croppers (ardhifca).™ 
In Maim who mainly tried to defend the old order we hnd unmistaka¬ 

ble traces oi its weakening1* and the tendency becomes more marked 

in Yfijinniilkya ivinyti" (C. IbO—30(1 A.!).). Another significant as¬ 

pect nl the expanding economy during the Rusaua period was the 

development of uadi: and nmunerce and the greater prevalence of 

money economy. But it has been rightly suggested*1 that money 

economy was mainly confined to dues and its suburbs and it was move 

or less the natural economy which prevailed in the villages. 

The connection between particular socioeconomic formations and 

political systems, on tile one hand, and the religious cults, sects and 

myths (hat seem to accompany them, on the other, is sometimes found 

to be obscure. But the cult of Kubera and his associates was so wide¬ 

spread and dose to the life of the masses that one feels tempted to pur 
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sue on the mythology which grew up around him with a view Ui 

ascertaining whether and how far it relleds changes m die social ^ck- 

"toiukI. The strong attraction of the iCusanas tor Kubera-Pai.uka. 

I deity having a wide range of functions has been noticed in the 

imagery of the Kusam art. hi the giant statue from lakal near 

Peshawar we find the representation ot Kubem-Paudka sitting regally 

upon a throne, which has been regarded as an excellent specimen of 

Gandhara art“ The deity holds a spear mb* left hand. Among 
the donors there is an Indo-Scythian holding 11 owers depicted on the 

pedestal- Other representations ol the figure ol the deity lading “ 

Scythian donors hare .to ten noted". In the gronp *«** » 

Palikliera near MsithuA the Kusaijas are shown as L T-K iWa 
Kubcra—IMitcika'*. Their variate, nr* .he cnlt ol Kube«- 

VaHravam. ,na, .to be interred Iron, .he Saer .ha, the •“ ''™ * 

eoUecte. of the geographical and as.rtdognai lore “ “ 
third century uf the Christian Era. call. Vtusovana .he Sn^hannUhe 

Tukkhara.” It »further revealed from U.e accounts ‘ 

who has reported a Kgure ol die long oi »RU«s -« 'lP“' 1 
in fro... of monastery a. Balkh, and a special temple » ) 

a, Khouud* The Mahlmiyuri reveals .ha, Use W«*.p « 

the associates uf Kubcra, was common over a large part nl the . ■- 
ImobTin which Buddhism represented one ol:the. lusher, touts tf 

religion" In fact i. was prevalent among .he masses from Iran and 

Afghanistan u,„o UUC and alums, all over lute. U was a very 

old and ,mpolar rok and was later no incorporated to some eaten, to 

Buddhism, Jainism and Hinduism. 

Wdins to one mythological tradition. Rheika das.,he general 

, V Yaksas and Kuber.t-Vaiifavam was thou king. H»i »*» 
ot the army o ^ ^ ^ KabOTj bhmdf and, 

H^V was The worship of the pair lUriti and,, Kubera- 
an i . - tjte Buddhist sanctuaries not only m India 

Panelka w.ts coin central Asia’"’. A speciinem ol the repre- 

hut also in ^ u ^ ^ classical stuise is available front KaOsSntbP' 

T’ta pTxKVIII) The populatit, of Kuberu may perhaps be further 
•. if the het that the figure of this deity seems 10 appear on. 

CSSSZm a. KanSnihT PPI. XX B). This 
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figure may be compared with that of Kubera published in Indian 

Mythology <p. 84) by Veronica Ions. It may be noted that the wor- 

ship of the Vaksas, Hariti ami Kubera-Paheika or Kubera Vaisravana 

was regarded as a lower form of religion, as it was meant only for 

sccu ar welfare. Tlie deities belonging to this group have not' been 

noticed on the Kitsana coins. However, a type of the pair Hariti and 

huhttd-Pani ika can Uv dosdy correlated with PHARJRO anti 

ARDOXSHO occurring on the coins of the Kusana kings"3. 

In the Rgteda and other \edic texts the Yaksas are sometimes 

viewed as sira„ge or wonderful beings*3. However, in tlie Atharvavetfa 
kuliera and Jus son arc regarded iis belonging to a different religious 

oU. in faa the cult of Klibera appears to have been pre Aryau 

«nd aboriginal in its origin. On the whole, he was conceived in the 

\ edit period as the chief of the evil beings who were supposed to live 

in the abode ol shadow and darkness-. In the 8atapatha Ilrahmana 

KuberaA aisravana ts called the king of i he kakfasas**. He became a 

popular folk deity during the post-Vodfc period. The Anhasistra of 

Rant, ya ■ refers to the temples and abodes of about nine deities inclu¬ 

ding Vaisravana m the centre of die capital city. ]n connection with 

some compounds of divine names the Mahabhayya refm to Sjva-Vais- 

ra vana" Vaisravana is mentioned prominently in the Angavijja also. 

1 he developed myth of Ktibem-Vaisravana represents a fusion of 

many divert elements, h, the popular mythology, however, he is 

connected with fertility, mainly associated with the earth, ,he mourn 

tarns and the treasures of the previous stones and metals underground"9 

I he usual epithet of Kubera which we find in the Ramayana and the 

Mahabhamta was ,mTavahnna™\ t„ the Highanikaya (III, ZOO) the 

Uarakurus whose sovereign Kubera was conceived, are mentioned as 

using men. women and young boys as v&hailtl. This epithet of the 

.p. 3/H). Nurttvahana literally means that Lhc vehicle or the dei.v 

consisted nf hunt,,, beings101. I„ the Bllarhut an wc find the re,„e- 

scntations of many Yaksas. One figure is labelled as kuprio Ytkho'— 

the Yaksa Kupriya (Kubera). Here ,he deity is represent a pillar 

(non- m .hr Indian Museum. Calcutta) with folded hands on a dwarf 
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supporting him on his Sunnis and feet. I he luimhlc, devoutly smiling 

man who is die bearer of the deity has abnormally lung ears103. Zimmer 

lias noticed another representation ol a Yak?a queen supported by a 

male Yakya kneeling and holding her up with his two arms141. 

It is significant to notice in this context that the depiction of a god 

hearing a mace and a thunder-bolt in his right and left hands respecti¬ 

vely, and supported by two men has been discovered in a rock carving 

daring from the l-1th century It C. at the Hittite sanctuary of Yazilikaya 

near Bogazkuy in modern I urkey1*". It has been pointed out that the 

conception of the v&hiiuti of deities was borrowed from Mesopotamia. 

In the Milindapafiha, the psychology of a Yaba appearing before 

Vaisravana after commit ling a crime against the latter has been viewed 

in the context of a number of imageries connoting control, domination 

and subjection1™. It appears that the concept of the mrmaham aspect 

ol Rubeni reflects a phase of human domination and subjection which 

may have had its basts originally in racial and tribal subjugation, and 

then in class domination corresponding to the stage of slavery . The 

former probability enicrges on the basis ol the consideration of the 

abode of Yaksas in the Northern mountainous regions which were inha¬ 

bited by several aboriginal tribes. 1 be association of Kubcra wit h 

wealth ami property may have something to do with the socio-economic 

background of slavery,1* or at least a social situation roughly cm res¬ 

ending to it, connected with the emergence of private property, sur¬ 

plus product and exploitation. This also implies the idea of the depend¬ 

ence of people on K.libera for obtaining material benefits. In this 

context we may notice the marked ugliness and deformitysuch as 

the big belJv. associated with his person in mythology and also in art. 

I, is also stated thal he was a thief1"' in his former life who was born 

as a god of wealth due to certain religious merits earned by him. But 

this kind of attitude may have been partly due to the non Aryan 

origin of the deity. It has also to be borne in mind that we find some 

other attributes of the deity which may not fit in with this aspect. 

The foregoing discussion may indicate (bat the worship of Kubera- 

Vaisravana and his associates was originally and mainly prevalent 

among.the common masses. In some images he is represented as a 
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typical merchant holding a purse which reveals that he was accepted 

by the merchant community as well. He was also conceived as the 

epitome of royalty and paramount cy. # 

In the Indian context we do not find that extent and rigour ot 

slavery which was prevalent in ancient Greece and Rome. Slavery 

here was never a major factor in the system of production and, as such, 

some Marxist specialists have gone to the extent of postulating that 

the stage of slavery was bypassed here11*'. However, it can not be 

gainsaid that, as compared with the state of affairs in later times, the 

Dhamiiisutras and die Manusmrti envisage greater and more intense 

subjection of the ‘surfnut, though the latter also foreshadows at the 

same time some change ot attitude in this respect110. The change 

becomes somewhat manifest in the Yiijuavaklya Smytj (II. 182) which 

introduces a resolutionary principle that nobody can be reduced so 

slavery without his consent. The myth of K ubera -Vais ray ana also 

undergoes a modification in so far as the deitv in Kusana art is irtv:jria* 

ably represented as seated on a throne or sonic raised platform and the 

<tumwahana aspect of the earlier age which we find in the Bharhut 

art rends to disappear. This may be said to be partly due to variation 

in sm tradition, hut the point at issue is that in the Indian art tradi¬ 

tion as a whole this attribute of the deity Itcgaii to be dropped. This 

concept lingered on in some texts of the later period like the Brhat- 

saiithita111 and the Mama Puriina*15. But the latter conceives of mesa 

(ram) as the vHhaiut of Kubera alternatively with naraynkta'inmana. 

The Rfrpamanfhma medieval text on iconography has conceived of 

efephunt as the mhan/i of the deity. In the Vi$nndharmouaraTm we 

find an attempt nf ascribing quite a different meaning to the term 

■nttuit'iihana by interpreting 'nara' as tfljya (state); Kubera is in this 

way conceived as the presiding deity of rajya (state). 

The change in the art tradition during the Kusana period and also 

onwards may lx- mken r<> reflect the loosening of the bonds of the earlier 

type of stricter subjection, nor identical with but only corresponding 

to slavery in some extent, under tin* stress of die changing socio-econo¬ 

mic conditions and the foreign invasions.,u* We have already seen hnw 

we get the evidence of the milder type of servitude i.o. peasant subjec 

tion during tins period, which constitutes the essential element of 
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feudalism. It is during the Kusatui period that wt notice die pheno¬ 

menal spread of the new ideology of Mahayana Buddhism laying the 

highest stress on compassion, universal friendliness, liberality and 

humanitarian ism, which also points to significant changes in the soc ial 

being and social consciousness. 

The mechanism uf the Saka-Rusana government is largely un 

known- However, the decentralized, feudal on115 character of the 

K usfuja political structure is in accordance wiili the consensus of 

opinion among scholars, which may be inferred from the usual titles'” 

of kings—maharaja (the great king) and rajiitiriij.i (the supreme king 

of kings). The titles tn a hat land anaya kn and dan da nay aka have also 

been taken to ilenote feudatory chiefs11 r for which, however, there is 

no positive evidence. There are some who even now see the growth 

of a strong centralized state in the Kusana concept of kingship1' . 

Inspite of the adoption of the title Kaiser111 by Kaniska, the Kusanas 

do not appear to have been influenced by the Roman system of pro¬ 

vincial government. The titles of inahaksa traps and ksatrapa were 

given to governors, But the epithet maharaja11'" applied to a ksatrapa 

indicates that he was part not so much of a centralised bureaucratic 

machinery as of a feudatory structure. I lie Mathura Brahmi Ins¬ 

cription of the year 28 reveals that one Kanasarukamanaputra 

Kharasaterapati Vatanapari owed allegiance to Devaputra Sahi 

Huviska (Sten Konow, E.I. XXI, pp, 58 ff.). The former, thus, 

appears to have been the vassal of the latter. In fact, the governmental 

structure of the Kusanas can be said to he neither purely bureaucratic 

nor altogether feudal, hut something like an admixture <>t both the t.lt. 

tuents. The evidence of inscriptions and coins on this point is too 

scanty to arrive at any definite conclusion. However, we can know a 

bit more about the nature of the political structure of the age from some 

attributes given to Kubera. who, as wc have already seen, was one of the 

most popular deities at that t ime. Kubera who appears to have been 

called only maharaja (the great king) in die \stadhy;ivi1JO of Pan in i 

(middle of the Hlth century B-C.) came to be known during this period 

as raj a raj a1-1 (the king of kings), a idle given to the deity in the Buddha- 

carita1* of ASvagbosa who is generally associated with Kaniska. in the 

Kill Havana and the Mahabhamta. and also in the Mcghaduta1'*3 «f 

Kalidasa. He is generally viewed as die overlord of the Yaksas. In the 

F. 12 
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-Saddhaniin—PuDtlaiSka, a text of Mahayfma Buddhism, Kubera-Vais- 

ravanaA4 the ruler of a cardinal point is conceived as having thirty three 

thousand gods [n his train. A verse in the Raghuvariisa of Kalidasa1-' 

reveals how only Ktibera among all the deities was conceived as espe¬ 

cially associated with the Samanta system or the institution of vassalage. 

It tiny be noted that the word Sanmina which occurs in the Arthasastra 

of Kauri] ya"* in the sense of a neighbouring ruler may he found to have 

been used for the first lime in the sense of vassal in the Budd ha-car ita of 

Asvaghosa, and later on the term in this sense became so common as to 

emerge as the key word of Indian feudalism. A verse in this work sets 

the kings accompanied by their samantas alongside the bhudevas 

(Brahmanas) accompanied by their handhavas (kinsmen)1*1. Here we 

may see rhe rudiments of a sort of kinship loyalty characterising the rela¬ 

tionship nil the vassals to their overlord, a feature which is found in the 

developed1'7' Indian feudal set-up as well, 
t 

J he dedication of the Kusann kings is a well known Fact. i hey arc- 

called .Sou ol God' ( devapulra in the Mathura inscriptions, begopouro 

at Surkh Kotal), and ‘God King' (begoshao at Surkh Kotal)1-’. Even 

before the rise of the Kusanas the idea of royal divinity teas wide spread 

in China. Inin and Western Asia, and among the Romans, The prac¬ 

tice of setting up devaknla1'-* in which royal statues were kept signified 

the cult1” of the dead king, and it was mainly introduced by the 

Kusanas in India, though it inay have been prevalent in some regions 

here even before1'". The idea of the divinity of the king acquired for 

the first time a Finished form in the Indian tradition in the Mamismrii 

I L 2dd B.C. —200 A. II.) which wras largely flue to the foreign impact. 

However, it is obvious that the apotheosis of the Kusfn.ia kings had no 

serious religious purpose behind it. ft was mainly an instrument of 

legitimation and a device to prop up imperial unity and ensure the alle¬ 

giance of the subjects and feudatories. The deification of royalty was 

matched by an attempt at the excessive royal nation of the popular 

divinity Knhera-Vaismvana who in literature and also in some images 

lias been represented as the epitome of royalty signifying the sublinu 

rion of paramountry and royal majesty. In this context the concept 

oF Kuhera as the presiding deity of rajya (state) in a later text which 

we have noticed before, may also appear to be significant. 
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Pj att 111 General View nF the Revetments ut ihe Defences at Kaufembi 
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Pi.AJi X-CcnaraJ View of the Basement in the Central Block on the Yamuna 
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Piati' XII—Three Arches in a Row in the Western fiiodt 



XllLA.—Four Centred Pointed Arch 
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Pirate XIX—A, Inscription nl [indd liani lira widi the Name *i t K,mi ska 



Pi ate XX A—Sealing of Kaniskn 



?LMt. XXII—Tile AyagapsitPt memionh^ GhoHitfrrama 
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Plaik XXI \—Sitkji Pari h i a ii-K usa n □ terracoiLi figurines 



Plate XXV—Sakn-P^rthian-ku^ana iLTrucntta figurines 



Flati. XXI— A, Inscription of SrtLanns.ik.i 

R. IrLScription of Lay Lika 



Plate XXVI—Stamped Surahi 



Platk XXVII—Enohoya 



F’lati: XXII—The AyagapaJlpj memiuivine fjiio^itftranui Moua-.ieiv 
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Fig, 3 

&EOMENTAL 
FQUR CENTERED POINTED ARCH 

KAISAWBI 
PRINCIPAL TYPES OF ARCH 
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Fig. i 

KAUSAMBI 
GEOMETRICAL CONSTRUCTION OF ARCHES 

SEGMENTAL arch 
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Fig. 5 

ARCHES FROM AFGHANISTAN AND USSR. 
1st.- 3rd. Cent A.D. 
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KAU5AMBI 
DETAILS OF FRAGMENTS IN EASTERN BLOCK 
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K AU S AMBI 
PROJECTION OF HEIGHT OF THE DOMES BY MEAN THICKNESS OF BRICK AND MORTAR 
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